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WIND DISTRIBUTION OVER SEA WAVES
by

Ulrich Roll

in This paper appeared originally in the German language,
..n the German periodical Naturwissenschaften in 1948 (Vol.
35, pp. 230-234),under the title "Das Windfeld uber den
Meereswellen". It has been translated at the Wave Research
Labt.ratory, Institute of Engineering Research, University
of California, by Mr. J. Kukk, and the translated version
edited by Messrs. Ovald Sibul and R. L. Wiegel, research
personnel at that institution.

Developments of modern physics have presented to us knowledge of
atomic relationships which we could not perceive without special aids.
Because of this, an almost paradoxical situation has resulted; we are
often better informed about such "hidden" things than about more obvious
everyday natural occurrences. For example, we need only to think of our
present inability to predict accurately the progression of weather, for
even in those branches of the natural sciences for which sufficient
mathematical systems of formulas have been developed, as is the case in
wave theory, our knowledge of the physical relationships is still very
limited. We know, to be sure, that the wind generates the waves, however,
we do not yet clearly understand the mechanism of this transfer of energy.
There are four conceivable ways in which turbulent wind flow could produce
and develop water surface waves, and three of these have become bases for
well-developed theories.

Lord Kelvin( 1)* and v. Helmholtz (2 ) proceeded from the assumption
that a compression of stream lines of the wind over the wave crests pro-
duced low pressure areas, and the fanning out in the wave troughs pro-
duced high pressure areas. The suction and compression forces resulting
from this amplify any insignificant disturbances of the water surface to
a point where the differences in pressure are equalized by the forces of
gravity. The equations for waves developed from these assumptions, even
when considering surface tension, are contradictory to experience in re-
spect to the required minimum velocity of 670 cm/sec for the generation of
the slowest waves, as these waves actually occur at considerably smaller
wind velocities. Moreover, the existence of such a limiting wind
velocity is debatable.

Later, Jeffreys( 3 ) considered the wind pressure on the windward side
ot the wave to .be important in the development of the wave. He equates
the work done by the wind pressure on the wave to the energy consumed in
the water by friction in the wave motion, and obtains expressions for
wave values in which there still exists an unknown constant, so that a
verification of the theory is not possible at present,

Jeffreys also investigated the problem of whether the tangential
shearing force of the wind on the water surface - which in the case of a

I
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string could cause vibrations - would suffice as an explanation of sea

waves. He obtains, however, results (minimum velocity 480 cm/sec)
which do not agree with experience.

Finally Seilkopf ( 4 ), more qualitatively, developed views on the

generation of waves; he presented the opinion that above all, the vertical

motions within the air were determining factors. According to Seilkopf

the wave motion is weakened and continuously influenced by turbulent
bodies of air which hit the water surface under slight, yet noticeable

angles of incidence, and at the same time disperse. As proof for his

views, Seilkopf introduces the known differences in wave characteristics
for cold and for warm air. While in a turbulent cold air the bodies

of air moved downward from a greater height directly onto the water surface

and rapidly generate a series of steep waves; smoother and more.regular

wave conditions develop in warm air, as then there is a rolling and
whirling motion of a thin layer of cold air immediately adjacent to the
water surface.

The abovementioned theories have only one thing in common; they do

not agree with the scant measurements that have been made, if a check

on them is possible at all. Perhaps the question of waves should not be

approached from a one-sided viewpoint such as suction, or wind pressure,
or friction, or turbulence, before clarification is made as to what ex-

tent each of the four causes, each s"rely effective in its own way, con-

tributes to the generation and further development of the waves. Progress

in this field can be expected only when ncw and comprehensive measure-

ments are made, as theory has advanced fax ahead of empiricism.

Since the generation and propagation of waves represent a typical

boundary problem between oceanography and meteorology, one can approach

the question from two sides. While oceanography strives to obtain measure-

ments of the shape and motion of waves, as well as of the forces involved;

meteorology endeavors to study the field of wind over waves. This type

of observation might well make an essential contribution to the under-

standing and solition of the problem, since the changes of the air flow

over a wave-covered water surface -- especially the accompanying frictional

losses -- in combination with simultaneous wave measurements, will most

likely provide information about the manner by which wind affects the

water surface. Since waves are both moving and very irregular in shape,

it has not yet been possible to accurately establish the stream lines of

wind flow over a wave. One must be content with obtaining average wind

measurements, made with cup anemometers simultaneously at various heights

above the water surface. Such measurements are relatively difficult to

obtain at sea, which explains the lack of data. Over deep water, wind

measurements can be undertaken only from floating bodies; these participate

to greater or lesser extents themselves in the wave motion, depending

upon the relation of their dimensions to the wave length. Because of

this, oscillations of the wind gage are inescapable and inaccuracies

in the knowledge of elevations at which the measurements are taken are

inevitable; as these are unknown quantities it has not been possible to
compensate for them.
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Because of these technical difficulties in making measurements at
sea, the xavestigations with solid wave models which Motzfeld(5 ) employed
in a wind channel in order to study the flow over such wavy walls are of much
significance. One must keep in mind, however, that the experimental con-
ditions deviate essentially from conditions of waves at sea, such as

wave progression, yielding of water surface, and orbital motion of water
particles. Therefore one cannot expect that the results obtained by
Motzfeld with solid wave models would also apply to the sea.

Before describing the investigations by Motzfeld, a few important
basic concepts of the theory of turbulence, which will appear below over
and over again, will be briefly explained. In observing flow along a wall
we are accustomed to describe the internal bonds caused by turbulence
between adjacent stream lines as the effect of tangential shear force, or
a tangential shear stress r , (force/unit area). In the air layer close
to the ground this shear stress can be considered as a good approximation,
independent of height, and thus can be set equal to the shear stress ro
acting immediately at the ground, or as the case may be, at the water
surface. Still more frequently than To in the theoretical representa-
tion of turbulent flow, there appoirs the following combination of shear
stress ro , and air-density, p; VTor-p . Since the value is essentially
determined by the shear stress, and because it has the dimension of a
velocity, it is deaoted as shear stress velocity u*. It has an order of
magritude of ihe tarbulent fluctuations. Prandtl improved extraordinarily
the description of turbulent processes in formulas by introducing the
term mixing length. Analogous to the mean free path of molecules in the
kinetic theory, the mixing length is defined as the length of the path
of an air particle through which it travels in an isolated manner, re-
taining its temperature, its impulse, etc., before it again mixes itself
with its surroundings. In the layer of air near the ground,this mixing
length increases with height in a linear manner. Along a smooth surface
it is equal to zero. However, in the case of rough surfaces, the mixing
length at the wall, i.e., at the peaks of wall roughnesses, will not
vanish, but will be determined by the dimensions of humps, or as the
case may be, of concavities. Thus, at a rough wall the minimum value of
the mixing length can be expressed by the formulas through a value zo ,

which will be called the roughness, and which in a simple manner is dependent
upon the humps or concavities in the wall. However, this obvious meaning

of roughness value zo , when considering the vertical profile of wind
velocity (where zo has an important part) will have to give wty to a
more formal one. According to Prandtl(63, the vertical wind velocity
profile in the layer of air adjacent to the ground (marked by a shear

stress independent of elevation and linear increase in mixing length)
can be expressed with sufficient accuracy by the logarithmic formula:

U* z +z 0  z 0

U a-- 5.75 u*log --- (1)
K 0

where:

U w the wind velocity,
z a the elevation above the ground,
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u* a . , the shear stress velocity,
TO  U the shear stress
p = the density
K z 0.4 - the universal c.onstant of turbulence
z = the roughness height, (cm),
1R a the logarithm to the base e, and log is the logarithm to

to the base ten.

Over rough walls, the value z is directly related to the measurements
of wall-roughness. Thtis, Prandtl gives, for sand roughness, z 0 k/309
where k represents the average diameter of the sand grains glued on it.

For flow over smooth ialls, the transition between the smooth wall
and the turbulent air flow is not abrupt, but rather is tempered by a
laminar boundary layer of a thickness of approximately 1 m, and there
exists according to v. Karman(7) a somewhat modified form of the logarithmic
law of wind velocity, which however could be transformed into Equation (I)
if we defined roughness value z0 , which is proportional to the inverse of
the shear stress velocity u* (z z l/u*). These roughness values are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the usual ones for rough walls.

Motzfeld investigated in a wind channel the flow over various wave
shapes (sine, trochoid, and waves with sharp crests) and drew the follow-
ing conclusions.

Over wave profiles with sharp crests the flow separates fre tfte
boundary at the crests; eddies are formed at the leeward side of the
wave. The average vertical distribution of wind velocity in represented
by the equation:

u = 5.75 u* log (7.25 z/h); z - h/7.25 (2)0

Tne roughness Parameter, z , is proportional to the wave height h. We
observe thus a relationshiP similar to the case of rough walls.

At wave profiles with round crests (sine, trochoid) Motafeld found
no separation of the flow; rather there resulted an average distribution
of wind velocity, which is similar to that of a smooth surface

tan aS 03 .17

U a 5.75 u* log (Z/Z ), where 103*10 U* (3)
0 o 3u*

wherein V is the kinematic viscosity of the air and tan a the maximum
slope of the wave profile. Since the variation of the expoLent rens as
mall. the roughness a is essentially inversely proportional to the shear
stress velocity u*. whIre the coefficient is dependent upon the wave form
(tan am). To be sure, this influence of the wave form is relatively small.

This result permits the conclusion that for wave forms with round
crests the frictional component of the flow resistance (caused by tangential
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shearing force) is greater than the component of pressure. This conclusion
is confirmed by the coefficient of pressure and friction resistances, cd

and cr, as determined by Motzfeld. For wave profiles with sharp crests,
the cufficient c of the pressure resistance amounts to approximately 87
tv 88 percent of fhe total coefficient of resistance. The effect of
pressure for wave profiles with round creas decreases considerably in

comparison to the effect of friction. Thus the coefficient cd of the
pressure resistance for sine, or as the case may be, trochoid profiles,

with a ratio of wave height/wave length a 0.1 (steep profiles) amounts to
39 to 44 percent of the total value, and reduces finally to 18 percent for

a profile corresponding to a sea wave with regard to steepness (wave
height/wave length a 0.05). From the experiments on models made by Motz-

feld it seems to follow that for waves with sharp crests the pressure re-
sistance is the controlling factor, while for round wave profiles, the
friction resistance is the controlling factor.

We must now establish whether and to what extent the knowledge ob-
tained by otzfeld from his experiments with models holds for air flow
over moving sea waves. Prior to this time there have been no suitable
observations available In the published measurements of wind velocities
(Wust(8), 4ontgonery(9), Shouleikin and Bruch( 1 1 )) as well as in the
wind gradient measurements obtained during the International Gulf Stream
Investigation in 1938 aboard the ALTAIR, the data were taken within a
few meters immediately above the water surface and wave measurements were
not made simultaneously; therefore, the relationships found by Motzfeld
for his wave models could not be accurately checked. This explains why
Rossby(9) found a tendency for the roughness of the sea surface to decrease
with increasing wind velocity, while Sverdrup( 1 2 ) postulated an increase,
and Model( 1 3 ) derived a constant from the Bruch measurements. The
difficulty seemed to arise from the definition of the roughness parameter
as 20.

The iuthor, under the sponsorship of the Maritime Division of the
Office of Meteorology for North West Germany, Hamburg, has, among other

things, made measurements of wind velocities in the air layer immediately
adjacent to the water surface simultaneously with wave measurements.
Because of lack of time and the difficulties inherent in such meazarements
over deep waver, the investigations were undertaken over shallow water.
Thus, there existed the possibility of mounting measuring instruments to

a mast rigidly implanted in the bottom of the sea. These measurements were
made in the tidal flats northwest of the island of Neuwerk during July
and October 1947.

The advantages of this location, aside from the mentioned possibility
for erection of the mast, consisted of a uniform depth of water of some
175 to 210 cm at high tide over a large area, and the relatively great
regularity and thereby good measurability of the waves. A disadvantage
was the considerable tidal notion with its associated variation in water
depth.

The average wind velocity was measured simultaneously at 6 different
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heights, between 4 and 200 co above the wave crests, using cup anemometers.
At the same time the following wave characteristics were measured; wave
direction; wave height, h; wave period, T; and wave velocity, C (from
which the wave length, X , could be determined by use of the equation
X CT). In addition, the depth of water and the tidal motion (direction

and velocity) were measured. Temperature and humidity were also closely
noted. Details of the measirements have been published elsewhere(14).
These investigations made during 1947 ( *11 be continued in 1948), have
resulted in a total of 193 wind velocity-profiles (simultaneous wind
measurements for 6 different elevations) with wave and current measurements,
and 73 wind velocity profiles over the dry tidal flat.

In addition, special measurements were made of such things as wind
profiles from 2 to 24 cm over the ripples of small shallow pools, such
as remain at low tide on the otherwise dry tidal flats, and three
dimensional wind profile measurements to investigate the change of wind
profile with the change of base (land-sea, land-tidal flat).

Before evaluating these data tle influence of tides was eliminated
by plotting all wind velocity measurements on a coordinate system relative
to the water surface. The individual tide-corrected wind profiles were
then su emd up into average wind profiles in order to reduce the influence
of scatter. "7hese were, without exception, in conformity with the
logarighnic formulas and from these, the respective values for roughness,
z , and shear stress velocity, u*, were determined using the method of
l~ast squares.

Since we wished to establish whether the proportionality between
roughness and wave height for sharp crested waves as found by Motzfeld
was also valid for traveling sea waves, wave heights were first used as
the organizing principle for summarizing individual runs into average
values. Since the depth of water varied between I and 175 cm in our
measurements, the wave heights also covered a relatively wide band from
0.1 to 30 cm. It was necessary to apply a correction to the elevations
of the wind gages, as the datum had been the plane of the crest of waves.
A new datum, the mean water level, was arrived at by adding a half of the
average wave height. The determination of the roughness parameter for
the various ranges of wave heights revealed no relationship between
roughness and wave height. The relation( 2 ) found by Motzfeld with models
of sharp crested waves did not seem to be substantiated, at least for
shallow water waves.

Next an inveltigation was made as to whether the distribution of
wind velocities( 3 

', as derived froe model experiments by Motzfeld on waves
with ron crests, were applicable for sea waves. Por this the individual
wind profiles had to be arranged according to shear stress velocities, u*,
(that is, practically according to the wind velocities) and within these
limits according to wave form (tan a).

The correct value for the maximum slope of the wave profile could
only be derived if the exact slope of the wave were known. This, however,
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was not the case. Lacking a more suitable measured value, the steepness
of the waves, i.e., the ratio of wave height to wave length, h/ , had
to serve as a provisional measure for the maximum slope of the wave pro-
file. In the case of sine waves, tan a = wh/k holds. Here too the
elevation measurements were corrected a~cording to the average wave
height.

As a result of this work, it was found that there was a definite
dependence of roughness upon shear stress velocity in the sense called
for by Equation (3). An influence ot wave sttetness, however, could not
be established, or perhaps was obscured by the scatter.

in order to cover the average values as often as possible, grouping
according to the steepness, ];/X , was discontinued, and only an arrange-
ment according to the wind velocities was made. The number of individual
runs in the six different wind groups lay somewhere between 20 and 25.
The average wind profiles obtained in this manner have been plotted in
Figure 1. In this figure a logarithmic scale was selected for the elevations
z # h/2. It can be noted that the vertical distributionsof wind velocities
are represented by strairht lines, hence the logarithmic law (I) is
satisfied. Figure 2 gives the roughness values, z , as obtained from
these profiles (also plotted on a logarithmic scalS) as a function of the
proper shear stress velocity, u*. This presentation also contains!

1. The roughness values 2 as a function of u*, which, according
to the formula by v. Karman, would result for flow over a
smooth surface.

2. The roughness values z as a function of u*, which, according
to Equation (3) by MotIfeld, would hold for a flow over waves
with round crests. Here a sine wave (tan v * w h'X ) was
assumed which had a steepness h/X a 0.05, which corresponds
to the average condition on the sea.

The measurements show that the roughness values for the sea surface
indicate a slight decrease with increasing shear stress velocity (i.e.,
wind velocity), and are parallel to the curve for smooth surfaces given
by v. Karman (shifted toward higher rougthness). The numerical values
for z lie between 0.006 and 0.002 cm. The values computed from Equation
(3) t4 Motafeld come remarkably close to the measured ones. Differences
could be ascribed to the deviation of the waves from simple sine form,
which was used as the basis for computation. The iluctuations in the
measured roughness values probably represent the effects of scatter; they
are not produced by changes in steepness. The measured values of a
could be approximazted by the relation a - - -,; hence, the

2.1,u*

vertical increase in wind velocit/ over tidal flats takes un the form

,am5.75 u* lOx 2 (a * h/2). (4)
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For a constant measurement elevation, e.g., z + h/2 = 200, Equation

(4) results in a relationship between the wind velocity u for that
elevation and the shear stress velocity, u* (Figure 3). Ts representa-
tion reveals that the shear stress velocity is related in a linear nanner
to the wind velocity. We are now in the position to determine the shear
velocity u*, with the help of Figure 3, from a single wind velocity

measurement, say for example, at an elevation of 200 cm, and thus ac-
cording to Equation (4) to compute the total vertical wind profile.

Wind profile measurements above the waves of shkllow pools at lox'
tide lead to roughness parameters of an order of magnitude equal to

that for tidal sea providing that an initial time period of 2 to 3 seconds
has elapsed after the change of base.

The following conclusions have been made from the studies of these
measurements over the tidal sea. Wind profile over the tidal sea, at
least from the surface to an elevation of 2 ii, is not influenced by wave
height. The sea surface thus does not possess any constant "roughness"
in a real sen'e. On the contrary, the average field of wind over the
sea waves could be satisfactorily represented by equations which are
similar to v. Karman's formula for flow over smooth surfaces, and which
are characterized by the inverse proportionality between the roughness
z - here purely formally defined - and the shear stress velocity u*.
TRe so-called "roughness" of the water surface thus decreases with in-

creasing shear stress velocity (i.e. with increasing wind velocity) in-
dependent from wave height. Whether the slight influence of the wave
shape (tan a ) as found by Motzfeld in his model experiments actually
exists will ave to be left unanswered, as it could not be determined
from the measuremerts, possibly having been obscured by scatter.

If we now return to the point of departure of our observations, the

question of transformation of energy from wind to waves, we would conclude

on the basis of our measurements that as indicated by the experiments
on models by Motzfeld, the pressure resistance of sea-waves plays a minor
role in comparison to the frictional resistance. In wave theory, then,
the term describing the dependence upon wind pressure would have to be
less than the term describing the tangential force of friction. Above all,
it appears that during the generation of initial waves with an approximate

wave length of 2 cm, friction is the most important criteria next to
surface tension, while during the following transformation and further
development of the waves, suction and pressure effects of the field of
wind become important factors. Investigations striving for clarification
of the question are still in progress.
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EACH EROSION AT DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

The following article is based on correspondence from
Colonel David E. Paterson, Beach Consultant for the City
Council of Durban, Natal, South Africa. The problem at
Durban, namely that of intensified shore erosion downdrift
from harbor entrance structures, is similar to many pro-
blems in the Uited States. Description of the problem
and efforts by local people to alleviate it (which include
operation of a sand bypassing plant) is therefore con-
sidered to be of interest to readers of the Billetin.
Photograpsh used for illustration were furnished by Colonel
Paterson.

Description of Problem

Durban, a port city in the Province of Natal, Union of South Africa,
is located on the southeast coast of Africa. (Figure 1) This stretch
of coast is directly exposed from about east-northeast through south to
the open water of the Indian Ocean. Durban, as one of Southern Africa's
leading year-round resort areas, is vitally concerned with the preserva-
tion of its beach and shore recreational area. The erosion problem at
Durban started over 50 years ago, or sometime after construction of
breakwaters at the entrance to the harbor. (See Figure 2)

Construction of the south breakwater was commenced in 1882 and com-
pleted, along with construction of the north pier, shortly afterward.
Intensive dredging at the harbor entrance was initiated in 1896, and
since that time navigable channel depths of 42 feet below low water of
spring tides have been maintained by dredging. As littoral drift is
fairly heavy in this area and is predominantly from the southwest toward
the northeast, considerable dredging has been required. An estimated
60,000,000 cubic yards of sand was removed from the vicinity of the
harbor entrance through 1953, a portion of this dredged yardage being
part of the original harbor deepening and the rest being maintenance.
Over a 40-year span within this period, more than 40 acres of foreshore
area were lost by erosion in the area north of the north pier to Nbst
Street.

Just north of st Street, improvements at the Lower Marine Parade
project somewhat seaward of the alinnmnt of adjacent shores. A rubble
mound revetment was constructed to maintain the povition of the shore
line in this section. This revetment has required constant maintenanoe.
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Past Corrective Measures

During the period 1938-1947 over 5 million cubic yards of sand were
pumped from the harbor entrance area to the beaches north of the break-
waters. The material was dredged by the hopper dredge " Mesbok" (Figure 3)
and pumped from that dredge, moored alongside the north pier, through a
42-inch discharge line to a point on the beach about 5,000 feet north of
the north pier. The results of this 9-year replenishment operation were
the restoration of about 34 areas of beach area between the north pier
and West Street and about 40 additional acres of accretion in areas north
of the revetted Lower Marine Parade to Ugeni River. The beach fronting
the revetted area of the Marine Parade did not widen significantly,
although accretion was occurring in areas on either side. Beach areas
south of the pipeline discharge location continued to erode.

In 1950 a fixed bypassing plant was placed in operation. This plant
consisted of a 16-inch pomp with crane-supported suction mounted on a
steel pier south of the south breakwater (see Figure 4). The pmqp was
connected by flexible rubber coupling to a 16-ich discharge line which
ran under the harbor entrance. When uncoupled from the discharge line
the crane and pump suction could be moved along the pier to a protected
location as required. This plant could dredge to 20 feet below low water
and the suction pipe could swing through 180 degrees with a radius of
36 feet. During the period 1950-1954 this plant bypassed approximately
200.000 cubic yards of 3and per year across the harbor entrance, discharg-
ing'5,000 feet north of the north pier until 1953, when the discharge
point was shifted to a location just clear of the base of the north pier.
(See Figure 5,) Replenishment at that rate apparently maintained stability
of the shore line north of the harbor entrance to Umgeni River. However,
damge still occurred during the more severe storms in the Lower Marine
Parade area just north of West Street.

To create a wider beach in this latter area two groins were c'rn-
structed in 1953 in addition to a storm drain (Somtseu) that acted
as a groin to the north of this axea. (See Figure 9.) The wet southsrAy
groin (number 1) widened the b'ach on its south side a maximum of 135 feet
during the first six months after its construction in April 1953, but
erosion caused by subsequent storms in September and October reduced the
beach videing to about 85 feet.

Photographs of the revetted Lover Wrine Parade area and the groins
are shown in Figures 6 to 9.
Conel Ludi Remarks

The City Council of Iurban, on the basis that the city's operation
of the t1passing plant materially assisted in maintenance of the harbor,
requested assistance from the South African Railwa and Rarbours
Adinistratimn in operation of the bypassing plant. In 1Ueu of such
assistance an agreement was reaced whereby the Railways and Harboure
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Administration will, with its existing flonting plant, pump sand over
the north pier to maintain the beaches at no cost to the city for a
period of 18 years. Operation of the City's bypassing plant has been
discontinued, being considered unnecessary as long as sand is supplied
in connection with harbor maintenance.

Although it appears that a continuing supply of sand stabilizes
the Durban shore, a protective beach of sufficient width in front of the
lower Marine Parade has not been obtained. Accordingly the City has ex-
tended groin number 1 and in February of 1955 was constructing another
groin 900 feet to the south of that structure, in the belief that ad-
equate protective beach width on this seaward section of shore could not
be obtained by increased supply of material alone.
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FIGURE 2. SHORE FEATURES AT DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
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FIGURE 4 -SAND BY - PASSING PLANT,
DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

23rd October 1953

FIGURE 5 DISCHARGE FROM 16 IN. DIAMETER PIPE
AT BASE OF NORTH PIER* DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
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2 3rd October 1953
View~ Of South Beach Looking Nor th

~CA

23rd October 1953
View Of Beach Look4n South From West Street,
Bluff South Of Harbor In Backgroun

FIGURE 8 BEACH AT DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA



23rd October 1953

Rubble Slope Protecting Lower Marine Parade.
Main Groin No. I In Background

b ob

23rd October 1953

Rubble Slope Protecting Lover Marine Parode

FIGURE 7. RUBBLE-MOUND REVETMENT AT
LOWER MARINE PARADE, DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
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23rd October 1953
North View Of Main Groin No. I

A*-

23rd October 1953
Formation Of Now Beach On South Side Of Groin No. I
Taken From Base O1 Groin Looking South.
Robbie Protection Of Lower Marine Poade Shown In
Center Sackroundi.

2 3rd October 1953

Groin No. I in Far Backgroujnd
G oin No. 2 Looking S tmth

FIGURE 8 GROWS AT DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
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23rd October 1953
Groin No. 2 Top Of Somtseu Drain
Just Showing In Distance.

23rd October 1953
Old Timber Groin With Groin No. 2 In Backgrou~nd
And Somtseu Drain Prolecting Seaward In Distance.

23rd October 1953
Somtseu Drain Acting As A Solid Groin

FIGURE 9 * GROIN NO. 2 AND SOMTSEU DRAIN,

DURBANS SOUTH AFRICA
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SEDINBMT NOTION AT THE VICINITY OF A LITIMRAL BA RIER

by
Ning Chien

This is a portion of a paper prepared by the author, at
that time a graduate student research engineer at the Univer-
sity of Californiaunder a research contract between the
University of California (Institute of Engineering Research)
and the Beach Frosion Board. The paper in entirety appeared
under the same title in April 1955 as a Technical Report
Series 14, Issue 17, of the Institute of Engineering Research,
Wave Research Laboratory, College of Engineering, University
of California.

IN7RODUC TO

This investigation is a continuation of the study made in 1952
(Chien and LD) on the effect of e littoral barrier on a sandy coast. The
littoral barrier is defined as any natural or man-made abrupt change in
shore alignment, such as prominent head-lands, projecting rock cliffs,
and coastal works like croins and jetties.

Prom the 1952 study, it was found that when the normal littoral
drift is interrupted by the installation of a barrier, the rate of drift
around the barrier will be resumed when the impounding basin of the
barrier is filled by the sediment originating at the upcoast side. The
conclusion thus drawn is true for the particular experimental arrange-
ent employed in that study, and should by no means be considered as
general. Indeed, the existence of natural littoral barriers indicates that
there must exist certain means by which the sediment passes around the
barriers without the formation of a beach, The purpose of this study is
to investigate the possible mode of sediment transportation at the
vicinity of a littoral barrier in laboratory scale.

This was achieved by reproducing a small reach of a natural barrier
in the laboratory at which the motions of water particles and sediment
was observed. In this way the means by which the sediment particles
pass around the barrier are not observed directly, b t rather deduced
from their mode of transportation in front of the barrier. As will be
shown later, the experiment was conducted in a model basin of limited
size. The barrier was oriented at an angle with both the wave generator
and the side-walls. Any waves reflected from the barrier are reflected
again after reaching the flapper of the wave generator and side-walls,
resulting in a very complicated wave pattern in the basin. For a suc-
cessful operation of this type of experiment, it is imperative that the
barrier must not reflect the approaching waves excessively. A preliminary
study was therefore made to explore the possibilities in designing certain
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types of structures which would function both as a barrier and as a wave
absorber. The final technique adopted was to develop a model cliff in
the wave basin by the scouring action of wavs. While the overhanging
cliff wall gradually takes its shape, a small submerged sand beach is
developed at the foot of the cliff. Zie sediment transport along the
beach is then weavured, and the rate compared with that on a natuval
beach without the cliff. Finally, the scale effect of the model study
is discussed in a qtalitative manner, and a possible description of
sediment motion around the littoral barrier is given.

* * * * ** * ** * ** * * * *

SEDI IENT MTION ALONG A CLIFF

Field observations indicate that many of the natural littoral
barriers have a rugged steep rock face, sometimes overhanging the sea,
with a small submerged beach developed at the base of the cliff. Inasmuch

as an artificial littoral birrier developed in a preceding series of tests
did not function sufficientl7 well as a wave absorber, it appeared con-
ceivable that a model cliff could be developed in a model basin by the
action of waves themselves. This would call for cliff material which
could be moved and re-shaped by the waves, but at the same time should
have sufficient strength to stand up vertically against the action of the
sea. After many trials it was fcund that a mixture of fine sand (median
diameter 0.275 mm) and wet and -,welled bentonite seemed to serve the
purpose. Part of the bentonite waa left in the mixture in small lumps
which, after being exposed to the wave action, were more resistant against
erosion than other parts of the mixt ire, thus giving an irregular surface
to the exposed area.

The mixture was first molded into a thick vertical wall which was
placed in a 1-foot by 6-foot by 12-foot wave basin at an angle of 20
degrees with the approaching waves (see Figure 1 (a)). A wave machine,
driven by an A-C electric motor, was located at the opposite end of the
basin. The speed of the wave machine, and consequently the period of the
waves, could be adjusted by a Vickers speed reducer. The amplitude of the
wave was controlled by an adjustable eccentric. A sand trap was installed
at the downcoast end of the vertical barrier, and any sediment which
settled at the bottom of the hopper was pumped continuously by a jet
pump back to the upcoast end of the barrier through a return pipe (Chien,
1952). The jet flow was supplied by a sump pump which drew water from
the basin near the wave machine. Throughout the experiment, a constant
water depth of 0.53 foot was maintained in the basin, and the still-water
level was 0.22 foot below the top of the barrier. A 0.52-second wave with
an amplitude of 0.042 foot was chosen for the experiment.

When waves first hit the vertical wall most of the incident wave
energy was reflected. In time the front face of the wall began to cave
in. Clay particles were washed away and sand was left behind aud
accumulated at the base of the wall. Afterwards the sand piles were
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remolded by the combined action of waves, littoral current and gravity,
and a small submerged beach developed. By then the wave reflection
was noticeably reduced, as more and more wave energy was absorbed by
the sand beach and by the rugged surface of the overhanging wall. The
run was stopped and the water drained. Figure 1 (b) shows a general
view of che cliff model thus developed, which represents a small reach
of a natural littoral barrier.

The motion of sediment along the submerged beach at the base of
the cliff was next measured. In order to keep the size of the beach
unchang, d, the overhanging part of the cliff was first protected against
further erosion by the waves. This was accomplished by pasting a layer
of Hydrastone over the surface of the vertical wall (Figure I (c)).
The wLve basin was re-filled with water to its original level and the
wave action resumed. The rate cf littoral transport was determined by
diverting the sediment-water mixture flow from the upcoast end of the
return pipe into a container, and by measuring the sediment thus collected
during a certain time interval. The measurement was repeated every 15
minutes until the rate of transport became constant. Figure 2 shows the
profile of the cliff with a small submerged beach at its foot which is at
equilibrium. The submerged beach starts at an elevation 0.32 foot from
the still-water level. It has an overall slope of 2.2:10, except at
the very end, where it inclined more or less at the angle of repose of
the beach material. The width of the beach was about 0.63 foot. The
littoral transport along such a submerged beach at the foot of a cliff
was 1.60 lbs. per hour, and this is to be compared with the transport
rate along the part of a natural sand beach which is submergeo by the
same depth of water.

Next the cliff model was replaced by a sand beach at a constant slope
of 2.2:10 and oriented at 20 degrees with the approaching wave (Figure 4 (a)).
The same sand which was mixed with the clay in the first part of the
experiment was used. The run was repeated with the same characteristics of
waves and the same depth of water in the basin. Figure 3 shows a profile
of the beach when it finally reached equilibrium, and Figure 4 (b) is a
general view of the beach. Along such a sand beach the littoral transport
was 25.5 lbs. per hour. Again the upper part of the beach was stabilized
down to an elevation which was 0.32 foot below the still-water surface,
leaving the lower end of the beach open for further wave action (Figure 4 (c)).
The sediment motion along the submerged sand beach was observed. In this
condition the transport rate was reduced to a trivial 0.018 lb. per hour,
indicating that there is practically no iediment novment along such a
submerged beach when the cliff is not present. These two sets of ex-
periments clearly demonstrate that the presence of a cliff considerably
increases the littoral transport at larger depths, which, however, is stilt
a mall percentage of the total transport that can mov- -ne a nmal

sand beach.
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Sediment motion Mop- a Ott?: a. A thick vertical
wall of vond-cloy mixture was first molded in the bosili
at en angle of 20* with the approaching woves, b. the
vertical woll was reshaped by the way.' '.,men an
overhanging cliff with' - ornolI sandy beach at the foot;
and e~. N11 cliff was stabilized by pasting its surface
with a layer of hydrostone, and the notion of sedimenr
along the submerged beach was measured.

FIGURE 1
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Sediment motion along normal sand beach: a. A sloping
sand beach oriented at on angle of 2W with the approach-
ing waves; b. the some beach after modified by the wove
action; and c. the stabilizing of the upper port of the
beach with the lower ends which corresponds to the sub-
merged beach at the foot of the cliff (Fig. ),left open
for further wove action.

FIGURE 4



SCALE EPPCT N SUCH , MADL MM

The question arises as to whether the ratio between the littoral
transport alon a model sutmerged beach at the foot of a littoral barrier,
and that of a normal beach holds for the prototype. To successfully
ascertain this, one must first determine how the sediment notion in these
two cases is affected by flow turbulence, and the extent of scale effect
on the generation, diffusion, and decay of turbulence. Owing to the
complicated nature of the problem, the discussion is necessarily
qualitative and even speculative.

When waves approach shoaling water, the wave crests tend to become
steeper and narrower, while the troughs become flatter. Close to the
shore line, waves begin to defora rapidly by increasing the front slope
and reducing the rear slope, leading, in the limiting case of a breaking
wave, to a front slope which goes beyond the vertical. The location of
the breaking zone often coincides with that of the longshore bar. The
tumbling over of wave crests creates local turbulence of high intensity
which keeps much sediment in suspension to be carried downcoast by the
littoral current. The suspension of sediment particles takes place in
the zone where the turbulence is generated, and it is not associated
with the turbulence which is in the process of diffusion and decay.

On the other hand, when a wave reaches a cliff part of it is re-
flected. The remaining part of the energy is converted into the kinetic
energy of turbulent flow at the face of the cliff through impact. The
turbulence thus generated gradually diffuses toward the sea, and in the
meantime, decays through the action of fluid viscosity, until finally
the two beance each other and the flow becomes irrotational again. In
the process of expanding seaward, some of the turbulence reaches the
neighborhood of the submerged beach at the base of the cliff, thereby
keeping the local sediment in suspension if the strength of turb'O, 1'ce
is large enough. The littoral transport in this case depends to a large
degree an the extent of turbulent diffusion, and n the intensity of the
diffused turbulent flow which is that left-over from the original
turbulent energy after continuously being dissipated into heat.

Realizing that the suspension of sediment takes place in the tur-
bulence-generation zone on a normal sloping beach, and in the turbulence
diffusion zone at the foot of a cliff, one now turns to the question
of what is the effect of the difference in scale in model and prototype
on the different stages of turbulence development. In a flow problem
whikb involves surface wes, the Proude law is used in conducting model
studies. If Ir is the ratio of length scales and Yr is the ratio of
velocity scales, then the Proude criterion states that

V 9 r (1)• r
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On the other hand, the turbulent flow pattern in the prototype and in the
model will be similar if the Reynolds criterion is observed

V I t - 1 
(2)

Pr

where v r is the ratio of kinematic viscosities of the prototype fluid
and the model fluid. Combining Equations (1) and (2), one has

3/2
V r aI (3)r r

i.e., the pLototype and model will be dynamically similar if the model
fluid is so chosen that its viscosity observes Equation (3). Since
water is used in the present model study, the result of the experiment
therefore corresponds to the performance of an ocean of, say, heavy oil.
One immediately sees that an ocean of water, and an ocean of oil cannot
behave in a similar manner if the viscosity is an Important factor in
defining the flow pattern.

Fortunately, on a normal beach the breaking of the waves is largely
due to an increase of wave amplitude, such that the wave form becomes
unstable. The tumbling over of the wave front and its breaking into a
large number of eddies are affected by the viscosity of the fluid only to a
a minor extent. Since the notion of sediment takes place in the area
where the eddies are created, the viscosity of fluid is a factor of
secondary importance only. This is no longer true for the sediment notion
along a submerged beach at the base of a cliff. It is common knowledge
that the viscosity of fluid plays a significant role in dissipating
turbulent energy into beat. In an ocean of water, the turbulence
generated at the cliff may extend to a significant distance from the cliff
before being completely destroyed by viscosity, while in an ocean of oil
this distance would be very much limited. Naturally the sediment transport
in the former will be larger than in the latter, due to the difference
in the area of the submerged beach which is being exposed to the action
of turbulence. The effect of viscosity on the diffusion of turbulence
from a line source into an unlimited body of fluid is rather involved
from the analytical point of view, although it can easily be studied
experimentally in the laboratory. Por instance, by shaking a plate under
a Large body of fluid, turbulence of controlled intensity can be generated
over the entire area of the plate. The diffusion and decay of the
turbulence thus created can then be studied by observing the trace of dye
particles or concentration distribution of minute foreign particles.
By using fluids of different viscosity, one can easily find out. at least
qualitatively, what effect viscosity has on this type of turbulent diffusion.

Prom the discumsion above, one may conclude that although the result of
the model study indicates that the notion of sediment along a submerged
beach at the base of a cliff is only a mall percentage of the normal
littorat tiansport on a sloping beach, it Is conceivable that the two say
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come much closer together in nature, considering the difference in scale

between model and prototype.

EFFECT OF SECONDARY CURRENT ON SEDAIENT TRANSV JRT

The modern theory on mass transport in water waves indicates that
there exists a shoreward movement along the bottom and a movement at the
surface, which may move either towards the sea or towards the-land. The
direction of surface motion and the relative strength between the surface
and bottom movement depend on the parameter d/L, where d is the water
depth and L is the wave length. This implies that at the front of a
littoral barrier, there exists a secondary flow which moves either in the
clockwise direction, where the water particles move inward along the
bottom, upward at the front of the barrier, and then outward at the
surface as observed in this study, or in the counter-clockwise direction.
When the roller moves in the clockwise direction there will be a slow up-
ward movement of a large mass of water in the neighborhood of the barrier
which is helpful in keeping sediment in suspension, in addition to the
vertical fluctuating velocity of the turbulent flow. On the other hand,
the clockwise motion of the secondary flow also keeps some of the turbulence
generated at the cliff away from the beach, thereby reducing the strength
of the turbulence prevailing at the beach surface. The reverse is true
for the case of a counter-clockwise roller. The net effect of the
secondary flow on the sediment notion therefore depends upon the relative
strength of the turbulent flow and the secondary flow. No definite con-
clusion to this effect can be drawn at this moment,

SUMMRY

Prom the experimental results of this inrestigation and a qualitative
evaluation of the scale effect on the model study, the mechanics of sedi-
ment notion in the vicinity of a littoral barrier can be visualized as
follows: The upcoast Littoral current, and in some cases the shoreward
notion along the bottom, bring the sediment toward the littoral barrier.
In the neighborhood of the barrier, tae high local turbulence created by
and diffused fro the barrier keeps the sediment in suspension. The
suspended sediment is finally carried downcoast by the current along the
barrier, due to the continuity of the flow. This description is based
upon the deduction that in nature the turbulence at the front of the
barrier is very such stronger than what can be reproduced in the labora-
tory scale.

Thie work represents research carried out for the Beach Erosion Board
under contract with the University of California. The study was con-
dcted under the guidance of Professor H. A. Einstein. Por his most
valuable advice and criticism, the writer wishes to express his apprecia-
tion. Grateful acknoledpent is made to Shang-Wen Yuan, graduate student
at the Universtj of California for his capable assiatance in the experi-
mental phase of this study.
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AN ELECTRONIC GAGE FOR MEASUREMENT OF SMALL WAVES AND RIPPLES

by
Prancis W, Kellu

Research Division - Beach Erosion Board

In laboratory wave action studies there occasionally are times
when the wave heights become so low that with commonly used tyves
of wave measuring equipment such as the step-resistance gage, the
parallel-wire gage and the capacity gage, substantial errors in the
recorded data are caused by the meniscus resulting from surface
tension. The only way that the meniscus effect can be eliminated
completely is to have some type of measuring device that dces not
touch the water surface. Such a gage has been developed, and is
discussed belcw. The action of the gage depends on variation of
the dielectrical capacity in the air space between the water surface
and a probe, placed a short distance above, with changes in water
level. This capacity is part of the tuning circuit of an oscillator.
A variation of the water level changes the frequency of the
oscillator. The output of this oscillator is mixed (heterodyned)
with a constant frequency oscillator. The resulting beat frequency
is fed into a tuned amplifier which is tuned so that any change of
the beat frequency causes a rapid change in amplification.

A variation of the water-probe capacity caused by a change in
the water level then results in a change in the beat frequency and
a change in output of the amplifier.

The output of the amplifier is rectified and used to drive a
Brush amplifier and recorder. The output can be made practically
linear over a 0.2-foot water level variation, if the components of
the circuits are properly adjusted.

Referring to the block diagram (Figure 1), the sections designat-
ed fixed oscillator and variable oscillator are two radio frequency
generators. The fixed oscillator generates an alternating current
of approximately 8.50 megacycles per second, and the variable os-
cillator approximately 8.93 megacycles per second, the difference
1ting about 430 kilocycles per second, or the beat frequency.

The variable oscillator frequency can be made to vary by changing
its capacity to ground. Referring to the variable oscillator (Figure 2)
the dashed portion of the drawing, marked A in that section, re-
presents the changing capacity when the gage is in operation. This
changing capacity is formed by the probe acting as one plate and the
water surface as the other plate of a condenser. When the water rises
and falls the capacity changes due to the changes in spacing between
the acting plates of the condenser.
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FIGURE I. BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR ELECTRONIC WAVE GAGE
AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
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The above variable frequency is mixed with the Radio Frequency
(R.P.) voltage from the fixed oscillator. The purpose of mixing
these two frequencies is to form a beat or intermediate frequency
(I.P,). Since, the 1.P. is the difference between the two R.F.,
the I.P. will have a greater change in proportion to its resting

frequency in number of cycles per second than the R.P. from the
variable oscillator, making the gage more sensitive to frequency
changes.

Some of the power of the variable oscillator will be absorbed
by the water and will vary with th:e distance of the probe from the
water causing the output to the mixer to vary in amplitude, as well
as in frequency. In order to prevent the effect of amplitude change
from showing in the output of the gage, the voltage from the fixed
oscillator is made smaller than the lowest value of voltage from the
variable oscillator. When beating two frequencies together the
resulting amplitude of the I.. frequency can be no larger than the

smaller of the two frequencies. One method of lowering the signal
strength of the fixed oscillator is to drop it with a resistor
network; in the circuit diagram (Figure 2) followirg the R.F. voltage
path from pin 4 of the 6S"? , it will be found that the voltage
from the fixed oscillator is divided by the two resistors 220K and
100K and the voltage is picked off from between the resistors, thus
lowering the signal strength on the grid of the mixer (6SA7).

After the signal leaves the mixer tube it must pass two 455-
kilocycle I.P. transformers. The one in Figure 2 marked B is used
as a wave trap to shape the response curve of the output. The one-
megohm potentiometer is used to vary the effects of he trap. The
secondary of the B transformer will absorb some of the power in the
circL and further shape the output to make the gage linear. The
transformer marked C is used to transfer the signal to the 6SK7
I.1. amplifier. The transformer C can also be tuned to make the output
from the gage more linear. In the following I.F. stage, consisting
of transformers DazE, the same action takes place, further amplifying
and shaping the gage output for linearity.

The 6H6 detector tube is coupled to the output of the I.P.
amplifier by transfoiner E. The sigr.3l is rectified by the diode of
6H66 changing the alternating voltage to a direct voltake which
fluctuates as the distance between probe asid water changes.

The output of the gage is fed into a Brush amplifier in order
to match impedance with the Brush recorder. A vacuum tube volt meter

is also placed permanently across the output of the gage so that the

voltage output of the gage can bc kept at the level yielding best
linearity.

Relationships affecting the linearity of the gage response are
changes in R.P. frequency of the variable oscillator due to changes
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in distance from the water surface, and variation in gage output due
to changes in the I. F. frequency. Neither of these relationships
are linear, but can be shaped to make the output of the gage relative
to its distance from the water surface a linear relationship.

The relationship of I. F. frequency vs. the output of the gage
is a curve determined by the frequency response of the gage circuits
from the output circuit of the mixer to the detector stage. If
this curve can be shaped so that it will compensate for the curvature
of the R. F. frequency vs. the distance from the water relationship,
the output curve of the gage, as voltage vs. the distance of probe
from water, will be a straight line. In Figure 3 a family of the
latter curves is shown, in which curve No. 10 is almost a straight
line. Bach curve shown in Figure 3 represents use of a different
frequency from the fixed oscillator. This frequency change of the
fixed oscillator changes the voltage output of the gage for a fixed
distance above the water surface. This frequency can be regulated by
adjusting the small trimmer (marked (1) in Figure 2) in the fixed
R. F. oscillator.

The performance of the gage as presently constructed is satis-
factory, however, it is believed that some improvements can be made.
The instrument drifts with temperature changes as it warms up but
if allowed to warm up for 45 minutes it is very nearly stable, When
used in a building where temperature does not change rapidly the
gage can be used very satisfactorily but will have to be adjusted
occasionally. Calibration drift due to temperature change is shown
in Figure 4 to be about 0.067 volt per degree centigrade of temperature
change over a range of 0.19 foot. Tuning and adjustment of the gage
for linearity must be carefully done; the adjustment that effects
linearity the most seems to be in the probe coupling condenser and a
larger trimmer in this circuit might help.

The power supply has a voltage regulating (V.R. 150) tube across
the B+ and a constant voltage transformer input to eliminate effects
of line voltage changes.

The probe used in this gage was made from a brass rod 1/16 inch
in diameter and 5 inches long, with a circular plate 3/16 inch in
diameter soldered to the end next to the water surface and the other
end bent in a loop for fastening to a ceramic feed-through. Other
sizes of pnobes could be used but the gage circuits would have to be
readjusted.

To adjust the gage for linearity a family of curves as shown in
Figure 3 must first be made. This family of curves is obtained by
adjusting the Probe coupling, I.'. transformers, and the trimmer
in the fixed R. F. oscillator tank circuit. By varying the tuning
and coupling condensers a curve approaching a linear relationship,
such as No. 10 on Figure 3,can be found. This curve then is the
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curve for linear calibration. To operate the gage after the gage

has been made linearthe only adjustment necessary is that with the
trimmer in the tank circuit of the fixed R. F. oscillator.

Figure 5 shows the errcr that can be expected due to wave shape.
Since this gage was thought to be mcre accurate in tle measurement of
small waves than any other means available, sheet metal shaped in the
form of a train of water waves was used to find the probable error
due to wave shape. The shaped sheet metal was put on a carriage
which ran on a track under the gage. The gage was made adjustable
as to its height above the shaped sheet metal. The formed sheet
metal waves ranged from 1/4 to I inch in height and I to 5 feet in
length. At one end of the carriage there was a flat plate over which
the gage was calibrated; it was then assumed that the calibration
would be the same over still water. After calibration, and in order
to establish the effect of surface curvature on the calibration,
the carriage was moved under the gage until either a crest or trough
was directly under the gage. Without any changes or adjustment of
the gage circuit, the gage elevation was reset to maintain a constant
distance above the formed sheet metal and a voltage reading was then
taken. Following this test, with no change in gage circuit and with
the stme conditions as above, the gage position was reset to main-
tain a constant voltage output from the gage, then a reading of the
gage distance above the formed sheet metal taken. The percent of
change corresponding to the reading over the flat plate was plotted
against ratio of the IYeight of the formed wave to the wave length
and is shown in Figure 5; the error indicated on this plot representing
the errors introduced by the curvature of the surface of the wave
train.
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of these forces are averaged out, and a concentration value more re-
presentative of the average wave conditions measured is obtained.

In general, the suspended sediment concentration resulting from
a given wave condition varies with distance from shore, usually being
a maximm in the zone of wave breaking. In developing the Iampler,
it was judged expedient to limit the overall length of the sampling
area, thus obtaining somewhat limited total variability of sediment
concentration in order to have the data more sharply focused on
sampling procedure. The samples were actually collected in an area
one to two wave lengths seaward of the breaker zone. The breaker
zone was not included.

Purpose. The primary purpose of the study was to investigate
by exploratory sampling in wave action those factors of sampling
equipment, procedure, and environment (local bottom irregularities)
tending to influence the accuracy of suspended sampling data.

In particular it was desired to study the effect of pumping (or
sucking) sediment-laden water through an intake nozzle positioned at
some point above the sand bed. Visual observations of this operation
combined with repetitive samplings and analysis would provide the
basic sampling design criteria. This basic design criteria could then
be systematically improved by studying the inter-relations of nozzle
disturbance to (low, fluid-sediment flow, and local bottom irregularities.
All the, d factors in greater or less degree affect the exactness of
agreement between a pumped sample and the actual suspension at the
sampling point. This type of study would provide the necessary data
to evaluate the test results in terms of the degree of sampling re-
producibility. Sound recommendations could then be made for improving
the reliability of the sampling procedure.

Definite criteria for nozzle size, shape, orientation, filtration
technique, etc., were not decided before the testing began; but
rather the project actually began ty collecting samples using a
relatively arbitrary setup of sampling apparatus and proceeded to study,
from test observations and analysis, the changes in test setup or
procedure which Improved the accuracy of the sampling operation. The
ultimate objective was then, to select from the numerous sampling
setups the particular procedure found to produce the most satisfactory
results.

BQIJIPM3? AND PtCD~

General Testin, and Ap aratus, The tests were made in a concrete
wave tank 85 feet long, 14 feet wide and 4 feet deep (Pigure 1). The
tank had bes partitioned lengthwise into four sections for previous tests,

each of the separate sections Containing sediment with a ditferent dis-
tribution of Stain siaes; the median grain diameter& being 0.22 .,
0.47 mm., 1.2m., and 3.44 m. respectively. Suspended sedJimnt sampling
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FIGURE 1. WAVE TANK

FIGURE Z.WAVE GENERATOR
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however, was done only in the two sectiuas of the tank containing the
finer sized sediments. Pigure 3 shows the size distribution curves
of the 0.22-m.. and 0.47-m. sediments. The wave tank was provided
with a bridge-type carriage spanning the tank width and equipped with
rollers for convenient movement to any desired sampling location along
the tank. The entire sampling apparatus was mounted on the tank
carriage making it possible to conveniently position the Intake
nozzle at any desired sampling location. Waves were produced by a
curved-face bulkhead type generator moving through a forward and
backward rolling notion made possible by the use of an eccentric
drive (Figure 2). Wave heights and thus wave steepness ratios could
be varied by adjustment of the eccentric setting. The generator
was powered by a vari-drive motor permitting a wave period range of
0.9 to 3.5 seconds.

Depth and Samplini Elevation Measurements. It was desired to keep
the depth %p nearly constant as possible during the actual pumping
operation; hence prior to sampling an equilibrium profile was allowed
to form for the wave cbnditions tested. Despite this, however, due
to the wave action the bottom configuration was constantly changing
with time, primarily due to ripple formation and movement. This
bottom ripple movement resulted in a changing depth at any point which,
though slight, was still significant. It was thus necessary to deter-
mine an average depth. taking into account the bottom changes as
evidenced by the elevation change of a given ripple crest or trough
during the pumpin., of a sample (Table 1, Column I). The actual average
depth for a given instant was then determined as (h/2) + E where
was the ripple height (trough to crest) and E was the vertical distance
from the ripple crest to still water level. The tabulated depths
however, reflect the average of two values of the quantity, (hA) E,
one taken before starting the sampling and a second one approximately
five minutes later, after completion o( sampling.

The necessary measurements to determine depth, sampling elevation
above bottom and still water level were made using a vertically oriented
point gage with a vernier scale mounted to the wave tank carriage
(Figure 4). A similar type vernier scale was used to measure the height
of the nozzle above bottom.

Wave Measurents, A high speed pen-and-ink Brush oscillo.-raph and
a parallel wire resistance wave gage were utilized for recording the
pertinent wave data. A continuous wave record was obtained covering
each sampling period. The wave recording equipment was calibrated be-
fore each series of sample collections and the calibration checked at
the end of the sampling series, Average wave heights were determined
from the wave record for each sampling, and the wave height thus
deteruioed for a particular smpling was the wave height used in
smmarLsing the results. Pigure 4 also illustrates tlw wave height
meamuring and recording equipment schematically.
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TABLE I

Blev. Change Blev. of Sampling
of Ripple Nozzle Wave Volume Sampling Sediment Concentration
Crest Above Bottom Height Milli- Time Weight grams/cm3

(foot) (foot) (foot) liters Seconds Grams (x 10 - 3 )

PART A - Nozzle Oriented Directly Over Sand Ripple Crest

0 .105 .67 7600 93 14.45 1.91
-.025 .167 .62 7575 96 10.45 1.38
.4.010 .195 .66 7500 95 2.25 0.304
-.010 .305 .66 7550 95 0.18 0.024
-.0's .457 .67 7525 95 0.08 0.0105

*.010 .095 .68 7525 112 20.20 2.96
-.030 .165 .68 7550 98 3.37 0.45
*.005 .198 .67 7550 95 1.61 0.214
-.020 .310 .69 7600 98 0.15 0.0196
-.005 .453 .67 7500 98 0.15 0.0196

0 .10 .62 7600 96 25.65 3.39
-.010 .155 .62 7575 96 6.89 0.912
-.010 .205 .62 7575 97 3.59 0.475
-.010 .305 .62 7600 95 0.70 0.0921
-.005 .452 .60 7625 96 0.29 0.0384

+.020 .090 .58 7600 93 6.58 0.865
-.030 .165 .57 7900 96 1.28 0.163
*.016 .192 .58 7600 94 1.91 0.254
+.014 .293 .58 7650 93 0.84 0.112

0 .450 .64 7600 98 0.39 0.051

0 .10 .62 7600 100 28.08 3.70
*.005 .148 .60 7600 99 10.25 1.35

-.025 .212 .62 7550 99 1.40 0.188
-.010 .305 .62 7600 97 0.61 0.081

0 .450 .62 7500 100 0.26 0.035

PART B - Nozzle Oriented Directly Over Sand Ripple Trough

+.020 .09 .68 7600 96 9.93 1.31
-.035 .158 .64 7525 94 2.32 0.31
-.011 .207 .69 7600 95 1.20 0.162

#.015 .282 .64 7575 95 0.40 0.053
0 .450 .66 7575 96 0.16 0.021

-.015 .107 .55 7550 96 2.00 0.276
-.015 .158 .53 7575 95 0.60 0.079

-.010 .205 .53 7600 96 0.52 0.068
*.030 .285 .53 7550 96 0.31 0.041
*.010 .445 .51 7550 95 0.12 0.0161

0 .10 .57 7575 100 8,28 1.09
*.010 .145 .57 7700 104 4.53 0.59
+.006 .197 .57 7600 103 2.81 0.37
-.010 .305 .59 7575 104 1.57 0.21
4.010 .447 .58 7575 97 0.50 0.066
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Pumping System and Apparatus. The sampling was done by pumping (or
sucking) the sediment-laden water through an intake nozzle into a collect-
ing and settling tank (Figure 5). The pumping was accomplished by a
vacuum pump (Figure 6) driven by a 1/4 horsepower motor capable of
maintaining a vacuum inside the collecting tank equivalent to 26.5 inches
of mercury. The collecting tank (Figure 5) was a 2-2 gallon pyrex bottle
equipped with a two-hole rubber stopper, which permitted air-tight entry
of two pipes. The two pipes entering the collecting tank were made of
copper tubing; one served to connect the vacuum pump to the collecting
tank; the other served as an intake line for the sediment-laden water.
The connecting pipes for the entire pumping system were made from copper
tubing with sections of rubber tubing inserted where necessary to obtain
flexibility. The pump, piping, valves, and collecting tank comprised a
closed system necessitating the use of air-tight valves and connections
throughout.

It was desired to keep the intake nozzle and that portion of the
tubing inserted in the water as small as possible to minimize effects
on the flow regime, but yet it had to be large enough to permit easy
flow of the fluid-sediment mixture through the line without clogging.
Quarter-inch copper tubing was finally selected as the best compromise
between these two requirements and was used in all tests.

Filtration Devices and Methods. Several mechanisms were tested to
extract the sediment rom the fluid-sediment mixture. The first, and
most obvious, was simply to use the two-gallon pyrex bottle as a settling
container with subsequent decantation of the excess water. The remaining
water was then boiled from the wet sediment mixture leaving only the
dry sample. This method was cumbersome and time consuming and was
therefore discarded; yet it served a useful purpose in that it gave a
rough estimate of the range of sediment concentrations to be expected
in the sampling tests.

A second device for extracting the sediment from the fluid-sediment
mixture consisted of a clamping mechanism housing a filter and equipped
to fit water tight over the mouth of the pyrex collecting tank (Figure 7a).
It was of plywood construction and required that the collectizS tank
be inverted to allow the water to drain through filter paper and thus
separate the sediment from the water. A pressure equalizing tube
(Figure 7b) was necessary to maintain atmospheric pressure above the
water surface inside the inverted bottle thus aiding the effective force
on the filter and therefore the filtering rate. This method of sediment
separation was accurate and worked fairly well but lacked the flexibility of
the method which follows.

The third system of sediment separation employed the use of filter3
throughout the collection and separation process. The fluid-sediment
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FIGURE 5. SEDIMENT COLLECTION TANK, SHOWING INTAKE ANDVACUUM LINES.

Note.e: (A a reads inches ot .,ircury

FIGURE 6. VACUUM PUMP AND GAGE
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(a) pressure
equalizing
tube

(b) Filter

a- Collecting~ tonk with filter attached

b-Components of filter clomp

FIGURE 7 FILTER CLAMP ASSEMBLY FOR COLLECTING TANK
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mixture from the sampling point was pumped through the intake line into
a filtering tube placed inside the collecting tank (Figure 5). The

filtering tube (Figure 8) was rectangular in shape, was made from
plexiglas, and was of water-tight construction; panel sectionsof the
rectangular tube were left open and covered by filters using water.
tight seals to attach the filters to the tube. A rubber stoppered
hole at the top of the filtering tube permitted entry of the 1/4-inch
intake line. A small removable panel at the base of the filtering tube
facilitated convenient extraction of the sediment sample. The collection
and filtration process employing the use of the plexiglas filtering
tube was considered the most satisfactory method and is currently in
use at the Beach Erosion Board laboratory. The filtering tube as designed
in the test program and illustrated in Figure 8 is simple and economical
to construct. Its use simplifies sample collection and facilitates
subsequent extraction of sediment which should minimize some if the
inherent error of suspended sediment analysis. The sampling tube can
further be adapted to several types of filters and thus more readily
fit the needs of the user. The entire sampling apparatus is portable
and may be quickly set-up for the collecti,'n of suspended sediment
samples.

Collection of Fluid-Sediment Mixture. The actual operating pro-
cedure for collecting the desired volume of fluid-sediment mixture for
subsequent extraction of sediment by any of the above filtration
methods was as follows: (1) with the intake valve closed, the vacuum
pump motor was started and run for sufficient time to reach a maximum
and constant gage reading. This gage reading on a 3-inch vacuum
gage remained (fairly) steady at 26.5 inches of mercury during the pump-
ing of a sample. (2) while maintaining a constant gage reading, the
intake valve was opened for sufficient time to collect the desired
volume of the fluid-sediment mixture; this volume was measured in
milliliters by a graduate scale attached along the side of the pyrex
collecting tank. The sampling time (actual pumping time) needed to
collect the volume of fluid-sediment mixture was measured by stop-watch.

Sqdiment Drying and Weighing. After collection of the sample in
the filtering tube, it was removed by washing onto ordinary filter
paper (Figure 9), air dried at room termperature and then weighed on
laboratory scales. The weight of the dry filtr was recorded prior
to its use in the collection process and later subtracted from the gross
weight of dry sediment and filter in order to determine the net weight
of dry sample. The weight in grams thus determined was tabulated for
use in summarizing the test results.

Orientation of Intake Nozzle

A factor of primary importance to the sampling operation is the
nozzle orientation and its degree of disturbance to the flow regime. The
particular nozzle orientation evidencing the least di.urbance to the
flow regime is obviously the one most likely to insure collection of a
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II (a) W ter tght clampg for holding filter

for- extracting sediment

FIGURE 8. FILTERING TUBE

FIGURE 9. SAMPLE AND FILTERS PEMOVED

FROM FILTERING TUBE FOR DRYING
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sample most nearly representative of the true suspension. Consequently
certain preliminary samples were collected using different nozzle
orientations (Figure 10) in order to determine the most suitable
orientation. It was believed that the inherent nature of the forces
accompanying the wave action and the resulting complexity of flow
disturbance with any type of nozzle or orientation precluded any clear-
cut selection of the best nozzle orientation (or shape). From close
observations of the various criteria presumably influencing the accuracy
of the several nozzle orientations and the analyses of preliminary
sampling tests it was decided to use in the tests a nozzle intake
orientation directed normal to the oscillatory (stream) flow.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Sediment Concentration. The suspended sediment concentration is
generally defined as the percent by weight of sediment in a given volume
of fluid-sediment mixture, flowing through some specified cross-section

of area. If we assume a uniform concentration for successive cross-
sections along and perpendicular to the flow, then the average and the
instantaneous concentrations would everywhere be equal. While this
may occur under carefully controlled ideal conditions for unidirectional
flow, it does not for pulsating or reversing flow -- as with waves.
Hence any concentration figure represents a certain average value.

1he sediment concentration by weight as reflected by an individual
sample was determined from the net weight of the sample and the measured
weight of the water and sediment collected. Figures 11 and 12 present
experimental curves showing the relation of average suspension concen-
trations to such parameters as wave height, depth, velocity, etc.

The value of a sediment sampling process depends largely on its
reproducibility under identical sampling conditions, The curves of
Figures 11 and 12 showing the variability of sediment concentration
versus elevation above bottom show relatively poor consistency for the
same wave conditions. Care was exercised to mtintain constant con-
ditions as to wave parameters and pump-sampling procedure, but even
with close controls, the cloudlike formations exhibited by the suspended
particles varied considerably with time.

Sediment Concentration and Local Bottom Irregularities. Visual
observations of the clouds of Suspended particles with the interspersed
voids or areas of minimum suspension provided some explanation for the
wide scatter of the sampling data. The observations revealed that the
clouds and voids (areas of minimum suspension) were constantly shifting
about. The shifting was gradual and in two directions; one was along
the direction of wave travel concurrent with the shoreward movement of
the sand ripple; the other was along the length of the sand ripple and
coincided rather closely with local changes of ripple height and curvature,
The sand ripple movement along the direction of wave travel was estimated
to range from I to 11 inches for the sampling period which averaged 100
seconds.
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In order to investigate this relation, measurements of the change
in ripple height were made and tabulated along with depth, sediment
concentration, wave height, etc. This data is also contained in Table I.

Column I of Table 1 gives the changes in ripple height which is seen
to vary significantly, but in an apparently random fashion. The actual
ripple height changed as much as 0.035 foot (or 35% of its maxiu
height of 0.1 foot) in roughly 100 seconds.

The constantly changing ripple height, represented essentially a
constantly changing depth. This depth change imposed an interaction
between the bottom and .the turbulent fluid notion, which rendered
improbable the existence of a uniform pattern of sediment concentration.
Due to the random variation in magnitude and direction of the forces
accompanying the orbital currents and turbulent motion associated with
the wave action, the concentratiob pattern was very erratic and non-
uniform; that is, it exhibited a wide range of total suspended load,
which apparently followed a chance distribution.

The random spacing of the suspended particle clouds was visibly
apparent when viewed along the sand ripple length. The clouds and voids
of suspended particles were most sharply defined directly above the
sand ripple crests and at the instant of wave crest passing. During
the instant of flow reversal, near and along the bottom, the major
portion of the suspended sediment load appears to be concentrated
directly above the sand ripple crests, In contrast for the same instant
of time there apptars a scarcity of suspended particles directly above
the sand ripple trough. For the same wave condi..ions tested the analysis

and comparison of the data indizate the existence cf much higher sedi-
ment concentrations directly above the sand ripple crest, as contrasted
to the very low Concentrations found directly above the sand ripple
trough. As a consequence of this sharp sediment concentration gradient
from sand ripple crest to trough the selection of the sampling nozzle
position becomes important in laboratory measurements. Therefore, the
nozzle position for laboratory sampling measurements should be care-
fully selected and thus become part of the sampling data and analysis.

The data on several samples for each of the three nozzle orientations
(illustrated in Figure 10 ab, and c) are contained in Table 2. A cow
parison of the expected consistency of sampling remalts based on the
three sets of data was inconclusive. In the first place rhere as not
enough data and secondly the wide scatter of the data reduces any con-
clusion to doubtful speculation. Despite this however, it war interesting
to note the apparently higher values of sediment concentration and
somewhat better consistency of results obtained, by using a nozzle
oriented aormal tn wave crest and pninted seanard.,

At this point the question my be asked as to why the tests were
conducted using a nozzle orienation directed normal to the direction
of flow. The asnwer, as stated Mslie. in this report, is that tht
horizontal orientation directed normal to the flow was reasoned to be
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TABLE 2

SUSPENDED SAMPLING DATA AND NOZZLE ORIENTATION
RDR A NOZZLE ELEVATION OF 0.15 FOOT ABOVE BOTI)M IN

A WATER DEPTH OF 1.0 ROT

Sampling Sampling Wave Weight of Concentration

Time Volume Height Dry Sample By Weight
(sec.) (Milliters) (inche)) Parts/l000

(a) Nozzle Oriented Normal to Direction Of
Plow (Figure 10-a)

118 7500 9.00 2.34 0.31

121 7400 9.00 1.86 0.25

120 7450 9.00 4.34 0.58
125 7400 9.00 6.88 0.93
136 7450 9.00 2.92 0.39

153 7500 9.00 4.87 0.65
145 7500 9.25 8.91 1.19
140 7450 9.50 4.98 0.67

(b) Nozzle Oriented Normal to Wave Crest

And Pointing Seaward (Figure 10-b)

120 7500 9.25 6.43 0.86
122 7475 9.50 6.13 0.82
122 7400 9.50 7.62 1.03
130 7500 9.50 6.08 0.81
125 7450 9.50 6.45 0.87
145 7400 9.50 7.35 0.99

(c) Nozzle Oriented Normal to Wave Crest
And Pointing Shoreward (Figure 10-c)

132 7450 9.75 8.45 1.13
170 7500 9.75 7.42 0.99
129 7450 10.00 4.39 0.59
179 7450 10.00 4.70 0.63
150 7500 9.75 5.23 0.70
147 7500 9.75 4.48 060
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the only one which rendered the nozzle intake completely independent
of the reversing flow. This statement seems sound, and were the sediment
concentration pattern reasonably uniform the orientation directed normal
to flow would probably reflect consistent results. However, the
restrictions of a non-uniform concentration pattern along the norrv~l
to direction of wave travel indicates the copromise orientation along
the direction of wave travel may reflect more accurate sampling results.

Sediment Concentration and Temperature Change.. Comparison of
the curves of sediment concentration versus depth (Figure 11 a and b)
for the water temperatures of 69 F and 470F respectively, indicated
in general, a greater concentration over the range of sampling depths
for the lower temperature. This may result from the higher viscosity
accompanying the lower temperature. It would seem that the two curves
should diverge toward the water surface; that is the colder water or
higher viscosity would indicate a relatively greater amount of sus-
pended sediment for those samples nearest the water surface. The
higher sediment concentration of the colder water can be partially
attributed to a probable lower settling velocity of sediment particles.
The lower settling velocity acts to maintain a greater amount of
material in suspension. Consequently, for the same wave conditions,
there results a greater quantity of suspended load available for
transport by littoral forces.

These temperature indications are of a preliminary nature only,
very little data having been obtained. However, a similar temperature
effect has been previously observed with river flow(3 ), unidirectional
laboratory flume flow(4), and in a laboratory turbulence tank(5). A
more intensive study of this indication is currently underway.

Errors of Measurement

In general the errors introduced through physical measurements are
not believed serious. The physical measurements refer primarily to
those of height of nozzle above bottom. As an example, take the values
of concentrations for the mean range of sampling elevations. The maxi-
mum probable error for a nozzle elevation displacement of 0.10 foot
was 2%, whereas the percentchange in concentration for this 0.1 foot
elevation displacement averaged from 200 to 500 percent.

CONCLUSIONS

The laboratory tests indicate that a vacuum pump sampler can be

adapted to the study of suspended sediment concentrations. The average
sediment concentration for a given elevation above the bottom as measured
by the sampling equipment and procedure developed appears to be related
to the distance between intake nozzle and sand ripple crests.

The moderate success in using the equipment and procedure as

developed to obtain the graph (Figure 12) of horizontal distance from
crest to trough of a sand ripple versus concentration was in itself a
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measure of the reliability of the method. This was the actual reason,
aside from its basic research value, for selecting this particular
area for measurement and study. The general trend of the curves
(Figure 12) could obviously be predicted for uniform sand ripples.
This however, made it nonetheless gratifying to have the data from the
actual samples collected confirm the prediction that had been made.
There was not sufficient data for conclusive proof but the test results
indicated considerably higher concentration values in the vicinity of
sand ripple crests with lower values nearer the trough. The variability
of concentration was more sharply defined at sampling elevptions below
0.75D (where D was the water depth) and where most of the material in
suspension was concentrated. The water depths used were 1 to 1.2 feet.

The maximum sediment concentration found to exist above the sand
ripple crest was greater than the minimum concentration above the sand
ripple trough by a factor of four. This was for a constant sampling
elevation of 0.1 foot above the bottom (Figure 12). This ratio of
maximum to minimum concentration value decreases sharply for higher

sampling elevations above the bottom. At elevations of 0.4 to 0.5

foot above the bottom in a water depth of 1,0 foot there was a very
minor difference between the concentration values above sand ripple
crest and trough.

The principal conclusion we can draw from the explanation is that
the relative position of sampling nozzle and local bottom irregularities
can greatly influence the sampling results and should be taken into
account in the collection of suspended sediment data.

Most of the samples were collected in water at about 200 centigrade,
however, in order to investigate experimentally the effect of temperature
on suspended sediment, some twent samples were collected at temperatures
of 80 to 90 centigrade (460 to 48 F). Correlation of the suspended
sediment data relative to temperature change indicated a general increase
in sediment concentration for those samples collected at the lower
temperature (Figure 11).
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PROGRESS REPORTS ON RESEARCH SPONSORED BY
THE BEAQ! EROSION BOARD

Summaries of progress made during the past year on the several
reseaxch contracts in force between universities or other: irstitutions
and the Beach Erosion Board, together with brief stp.tements as ta the
status of some research projects being prosecuted in the laboratory of
the Beach Erosion Board, are presented below. These summaries supple-
ment and continue those contained in prior issues of the Bulletin.

I. University of California (Scripps Institute of Oceanography)
Contract DA-49-_O0-en-3." Principal investigator - D. L. Inman

The measurement of sand-level changes by underwater observation
of reference rods imbedded in the sand bottom were continued. The
total range of sand level at the 18-foot depth station probably exceeded
2 feet, though the reference rods were lost after changes in excess of
0.6 foot were measured. Maximum changes of 0.29, 0.16, and 0.15 foot
were measured at stations where the depth was 30, 52, and 70 feet
respectively. Significant monthly and seasonal changes occurred.
Accuracy of the measurements was stated to be on the order of ±0.05
foot as compared to -* foot obtained by sonic sounding over the saine
area. A report by Inman and R'ssnak, "Changes in Sand Level On The
Beach and Shelf at Ja Jolla" has been issued as Technical Memorandum
No. 82 of the Board.

4 final report on the orbital velocity measurements, by Invan
aid Nasu, was prepared as Technical Memorandum No. 79 of the Board.
Orbital velocities just seaward of the breaker zone were measured
simultaneously with wave pressure records. The observed maximum
horizontal velocities were compared with those predicted from solitary
wave theory. The agreement was better for longer period waves, but
is generally favorable when the ratio of wavy height to water depth
is greater than about 0.4.

Additional datawee gathered describing the physical aspects of
ripples generated by shallow water waves. The data indicate that
the wave length of the ripples is proportional to the horizontal
diameter of the orbit of a water particle near the bottom, when the
orbit diameter is less than a limiting value determined by the size
of the sand. A report is presently in preparation.

This contract was terminated in March 1956.

II. University of California, Contract DA-49-005-eng-8.- Principal
Investigator. P. D. Tratk

Seasonal sampling of the Pt. Reyes beach has continued, the beach
now having been occupied 12 times since June 1953. The sampling has
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shown a large areal and seasonal variation in sand and beach parameters.
Three preliminary reports have been prepared, one by Trask and Johnson
(a summary of the sample data) having been published as Technical Memo-
randum No. 65 of the Board, one by Chien being abstracted in this
issue of the Bulletin, and one by Trask, Johnson, and Scott "Cut and
Fill on Pt. Reyes Beach" being given only limited distribution as
University of California, Institute Engineering Research, Series 14,
Issue 19.

III. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Contract DA-49-055-ena-l.
PrincipalInvestigator, A. T. Ippen

A report, by Ippen and Eagleson, summarizing the work through
about June 1955 was issued as Technical Memorandum 63 of the Board.
The data indicated a null point to exist separating zones of net on-
shore and offshore particle motion. Not onshore particle velocities
were related to the indicated mass transport velocity. A theoretical
analysis was presented yielding a general expression for the net par-
ticle velocities in terms of wave and particle parameters, and the
boundary layer thickness.

Additional data has now been gathered, particularly on incipient
motion, for both snooth and (sand) rough bottoms and for a horizontal
as well as sloping bottom. The data obtained seem to indicate particle
velocities in excess of he bottom mass transport velocities indicated
by Stokes. Instrumentation for measurement of instantaneous boundary
layer velocity distributions under waves has been initiated. Rows of
tiny hydrogen bubbles are to be released by pulsing a wire probe;
synchronized photographs will be taken of the bubbles to indicate speed.

IV. University of California. Con"ract DA-49-055-eng-17. Principal
Investigator, H. A. Einstein

The velocity distribution and turbulence pattern in the turbulent
boundary layer near the oscillatory bottom at Reynolds Numbers higher
than critical are being investigated - primarily to try to obtain a
rational method for predicting bed motion in analogy to the theory for
stream traction in unidirectional flow. The flow pattern has been ob-
tained in a general way by introducing dye at various points, and by
introducing solid particles having equal density with the water.
Difficulties in obtaining exact positions (as two simultaneous views
are required) restrict usage of the method however. A recording pitot-
tube is now being tried in an attempt to measure more exactly the local
velocity in the boundary layer.

V. University of California, Contract DA-49-055-eng-31. Principal
Investigator, J. W. Johnson and 0. Sibul.

Experimental work on wave run-up and overtopping for levee slopes
of I on 3 and I on 6 was carried out in a wind-wave flume to study the
effect of actually generating the waves by winc action rather than
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mechanically. ReporLs by Sibul were issued as Technical Memoranda Nou.
67 and 80 of the Board, and indicate that wind action serves to increase
both run-up and overtopping.

VI. University of California. Contract DA-49-055-eng-44& Princial
Invetigator. J. W. Johnson and R. L. Wiegel

kefracted wave characteristics were measured in the model tank for
a series of wave, slope, and depth conditions, Measurerents show that
wave trains under certain conditions split up into multiple trains, and
these conditions are being isolated, Data also shows that in general
Snell's law applies, although for certain conditions the waves con-
siderably over-refract. Work in the ripple tank was summarized in a
paper by Ralls, "Ripple Tank Study of Wave Refraction- published by the
American Society of Civil Engineers.

VII, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. Contract DA-49-055-
en=-45. Principal Investizator. C. L. Bretschneider. succeeded by
B. W. Wilson

Wave hindcasts for five locations on the Gulf of Mexico coast of
the United States were completed for deep water and for four shallow
water depths (12, 24, 48, 96 feet). These will appear as Board Technical
Memoranda in the near future. Work is continuing on detailed hurricane
wave forecasts for 11 hurricanes in the Gulf.

VIII. University of Florida. Contract DA-49-O55-enx-55. Principal
Investigator. P. Brwun.

A new contract initiated to organize and, where possible, analyse
existing data on tidal entrances, principally that data previously
collected by the various Corps of Engineer offices. The available data
has been collected and sent to Florida for analysis. Considerable pro-
gress has been made on the analysis.

IX, New York University, Contract DA-48-055-eng-56. Principal
Investlator. S. S. L. Chang

A new contract to provide consultation advice on the use and modifica-
tion of the wave spectrum analyzer. The analyzer is now being modified
to period analysis of laboratory (very short period) waves as well as
prototype ocean waves.

X. A icultur S e _ i Coe of T Contr c DA-49-0 5-
Civ - e=56-4. Princial Investigator. R. 0. RI

A new contract to provide analysis of the hurricane mrge and
associated waves and wind sex-up for design of hurricane protection
structures in the New England area, primarily Narragansett Bay, New
Bedford, and Stamford. A method for predicting hurricane surge was
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derived (smmarized in a report by Reid published as Technical Memorandum
No. 83 of the Board) and elevations were predicted for various points
in Narragansett Bay for several hypothetical hurricanesqmainly a transposed
Hatteras 1944 hurricane. The method has been calibrated with oboservations
of the 1938 hurricane and with the Narragansett Bay model at the
(Vicksburg, Mississippi) Waterways Experiment Station.

XI. Dr. W. C. Kruubein (Consultant)

Statistical study is being made to determine the best sampling pro-
cedure to use in determining the characteristics of the littoral material.

Statistical study is also being made to determine methods of
establishing the design size characteristics of fill material for
artificial fill projects.

XII. Waterwa.s .. xperiment Station. Vicksburg, Mississippi

(a) Wave Run-up and Overtopping. Principal investigator, R. Y.
Hudson.

Testing was completed in the riprap-faced seawall with a seaside
slope of I on 11. A report by Saville summarizing the data taken over the
past three years was issued as Technical Memorandum No. 64 of the Board.

(b) Study of Effect of Inlets on Adjacent Beaches. Principal
investigator, H. B. Simmons

The inlet condition resulting from 300 tidal cycles with the
shallow lagoon was tested with a storm tide superimposed on the regular
tide, Tidal elevations were raised gradually over seven tidal cycles to
a maximum and then reduced to normal over the succeeding three tidal
cycles. A tueak-through of the migrating (above water) bar occurred with
the storm tide and, once a channel was fairly well defined, it migrated
downbeach.

(c) Study of Durability of Concrete in Shore Structures. Principal
investigator, B, Mather and T, B. Kennedy

A study is being made summarizing the factors affecting the
durability of concrete in shore structures, the results of tests and
investigations of durability of concrete specimens in coastal exposures,
and selected ser e records of specific prototype concrete structures.

A report is in preparation.

XIII. Beach Brosion Board

The Research program of the Board, of which the above summarized
contract work forms a part, is carried on for the most part in the Board's
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own facilities. Many of these projects have been described in previous
numbers of the Bulletin, and progress on the major projects during the
last year is summarized below.

(a) Measurement of -uspened aterial in Laboratory Wave Tanks IV

Development of a laboratory sampler and sampling techniques
is discussed in a report by Fairchild in this Bulletin. For samples
taken relatively close to the sand bottom, the exact positioning of the
sampler intake relative to the ripple crest or trough appear to be quite
important. Additional testing on the effect of water temperature is
underway, and indicates that considerably greater amount of material
are placed in suspension in colder water. One test on resultant equilibrium
profile under two different temperature conditions indicates that the
same eventual profile results, but adjustment occurs faster with the
colder water.

(b) Laboratory Study of Effects of Groin Field on Littoral Drift
Passing Field

Certain preliminary tests were run in the Short Processes Test
Basin to determine probable range of sand transport rates. A new and more
precise sand trapping and measuring system is being installed, with an
eductor system to transfer the trapped material back to the upeach end
of the test area.

(c) Equilibrium Profile Tests

Temperature effects are discussed under (a) above. Two tests
have been run in the prototype tank involving waves of 2.5 and 4 feet
in height with 1 to 10 and I to 15 scale models run in small flumes
utilizing the same sand and a 1 on 15 initial slope. The tests indicate
that the sometimes used "critical" value of wave steepness of 0.02 to
0.025 found in some mall model tanks as the dividing point between beach
erosion and beach accretion for comparable sands possibly does not apply
for larger waves; that with large waves, waves having steepness consider-
ably less tha- 0.02 may erode rather than accrete the beach. This
possibility t..J been previously indicated by Rector reporting (Board
T.X. #41) on mall scale tests where it was shown that the "critical"
steepness possibly also depended on a sand-wave size parameter (as grain
diameter - wave height ratio).

d) Forces on Piling

A 12-inch pile with a 3-foot sensitive (instrumented) section
has been mounted in the prototype tank, and fcrce measurewnts are being
taken for depth and wave conditions -- including breakers,
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(e) Wave Porecasting

Methods of forecasting for shallow water generation (as the
continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico) have been developed to include
the effect of friction, refraction and shoaling, and a report will be
issued in the next year. An analysis and comparison of the Bretschneider
revised Sverdrup-Munk method with the spectrum method developed by
Neumann and Pierson is being made.

(fM Maximum Water Stage Level Recorder

A maximum water stage level recorder similar to that used by
the Geological Sirvey for determinkg maximum river flood stages was
ested to determitse the effect of superficial wave action in displacing

the reading. A modification to the gage, essentially choking down the
inlet area to the gage, resulted in excess rises inside the gage (errors)
being less than one ttnth of the wave height, never amounting to greater
than 0.3 foot. Such A gige could possibly be used economically around
estuaries to obtain maximum hurricate tide levels.

(g) Wave Run-up

Testing of eight smooth slopes ranging in steepness from I on
30 to a vertical wall has been completed and a report by Saville "Wave
Run-up on Structures" published by the American Society of Civil Engineers.
Most of these slopes have been tested for the effect of roughness on
wave run-up by roughening the slopes with five sand sizes ranging from
0.2 m. t3 6.50 mm. in median diameter. About half of the slopes have
been tested for the effect of permeability on wave run-up for the same
sands used in the roughness test. The data show that slope roughness and
permeability reduce wave run-up cornsiderably below that observed for smooth
slopes.

(h) Study of Sand By-Passing Operation at Port Hueneme

As a continuation of the observational program, a survey of the
area was made in June 1956. The data taken before, during, and after
the Port Hueneme dredging project to June 1955 has been analysed and a
report has been prepared. The report indicates that if sand movement
continues at the rates indicated, the dredged area will be filled by
June 1957 and the erosion dowbeach will again reach the Pt. Mugu area
by June 1959. Serious erosion is already occurring immdiately south-
east of the east jetty.

(i) Recorded Wave Characteristics

Routine compilations were made of recorded wave characteristics
at: Cape Henry, Virginia; Huntington Beach, California; Daytona Beach,
Plorida; Clearwater Beach, Florida; Palo Beach, Plorida: Evanston. Illinois:
Bay Narcbnd, LouisiAna.
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(j) Sand Movement Study at Moriches Inlet, Long Island, New York

A study of sand movement througn an inlet and along the adjacent
shore based on previously collected field data is underway.

(k) Reexamination of Artificial Pill Projects

Continuing program of reexarination of artificially nourished beaches
to determine the effectiveness of the fill material within the beach zones,
and to better establish the factors upon which to base the design
characteristics of fill mat-rial. Study of fill at Ocean City, New Jersey,
was reported on by Watts in T. M. #77. Reexamination is now underway
of projects at Virginia Beach, Virginia and Plum Island, Massachusetts.

(1) Technical Report No. 4, "Shore Protection Plamiing and Design"

Continuing study to improve and supplement present cLipters
of this publication. A report on "Factors Affecting the Economic Life
of Timber in Coastal Structures"by Jachowski was published as T. M. #66.
General corrections and 4ddenda to T.R. No. 4 have been completed and
will be disseminated when printed.

(m) Regional Studies

Data on the geomorphology and characteristics of littoral
materials were compiled for the Delaware coast. Similar material is
being gathered for the south shore of Long Island.

XIV. New Equipment

It may also be of interest to note that the prototype wave tank was
completed and put into operation in the Spring. The tank is of rein-
forced concrete, and is 635 feet long, 20 feet deep and 15 feet wide.
The wave-generating mechanism provided for the wave tank consists of a
vertical bulkhead 15 feet wide and 23 feet high, connected to a carriage.
The carriage moves back and forth on rails mounted on each wall of the
tank. Top rails are also required to prevent lifting of the carriage
from the rails during operation. The back and forth motion is trans-
mitted to the bulkhead and carriage by two arms, 43 feet-9 inches in
length, connected to two driving discs. Each disc is 19 feet in diameter
and weighs 14 tons. The discs are driven through a train of gears by
a 510-horsepower, 2,300-volt synchronous motor. The motor has a con-
slant speed of 1,200 revolutions per minute. Four interchangeable
pairs of gears are provided to permit variations in the speed of the
discs. The alternate gearing will allow wave periods of apprcximately
5.60, 7.87, 11.32, and 16.01 seconds. The lengths of stroke of the
bulkhead movement can be varied from 2 feet to 17 feet-6 inches by chang-
ing the eccentric setting of the connecting arms on the driving discs.
The stroke setting may be varied in 3-inch increments through the range
from 2 to 8 feet and An 6-inch increments from 8 feet to 17 feet-6 inches.
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When the connecting arm eccentric setting on the disc is changed, the
disc is rebalanced with counterweights. The counterweights required
for balancing range from 378 pounds for each disc for the shortest
(2-foot) stroke to 3,820 pounds for each disc for the longest (17-foot-
6 inch) stroke.

Normally a depth of 15 feet of water will be maintained in the
tank. Desired wave heights are obtained by controlling the combination
of stroke and period of the bulkhead movement, but the height may also
be controlled by increasing or decreasing the depth of water in the tank.
Wave heights up to 6 feet in the deep portion of the tank can be
generated, with breaking heights exceeding (for some conditions) 8 feet.
The tank is presently being used for studies on forces on piling, and
equilibrium beach profiles.
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BEACH EROSION STUDIES

Beach erosion control studies of specific localities ar. usually
made by the Corps of Engineers in cooperation with appropriate agencies
of the various States by authority of Section 2 of the River and Harbor
Act approved 3 July 1930. By executive ruling the costs of these
studies are divided equally between the United States and the coopera-
ting agencies. Information concerning tbe initiation of a cooperative
study may be obtained from nxy District or Division Engineer of the
Corps of Engineers. After a report on a cooperative study has been
transmitted to Congress, a summary thereof is included in the next
issue of this Bulletin. Summaries of reports transmitted to Congress
since the last issue of the Bulletin and lists of completed and
authorized cooperative studies follow.

SUARIES (F REPORTS TRANSMITTED TO CONGRESS

GRAND ISLE, LOUISIANA

Grand Isle, located on the Gulf Coast of Louisiana, has a maximum
width of about 3/4 mile and length of about 7.5 miles extending in a
general northeast to southwest direction between Barataria and Caminada
Passes. The island is low with an elevation of 3 to 5 feet above mean
low water in the central section and a maximum height of 6 feet at dunes
along the shore near the western end. The island is located in
Jefferson Parish about 60 miles south of New Orleans and 50 miles north-
west of Southwest Pass of the Mississippi River. Grand Isle is used as
a summer resort, also for seafood and oil production activities. Its
permanent population is 1,190, but it is estimated that more than 3,000
people visit the beach during summer week ends. Although not highly
developed at present, it is increasing in popularity for recreational
use. The entire shore is privately owned.

Tides in the area are semi-diurnal, the mean range being 1.1 feet
and the spring range 1.7 feet. In 1947 the tide reached a height of
3.4 feet above high water. The Gulf shore of the island is exposed to
waves from the southeast, south and southwest. As Southwest Pass
limits the fetch to the east and southeast, waves approaching the shore
are more likely to have a component tending to cause eastward littoral
drift. Predominant drift in that direction is indicated by accretion
west of existing groins and erosion of the shore east thereof.

The Gulf shore of Grand Isle has had a history of intermittent
erosion and accretion. In earlier years there was erosion on the west-
ern half and accretion on the eastern half of the island. In recent
years accretion has occurred at the western end and erosion on the
central and eastern sections. T n 1951-52 the State built four groins
near the western end ad ten near the middle of the island for protection
of the highway. These structures have caused accretion at the west end
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of each group, but have aggravated erosion east of each group. Local
interests desire a plan for protection and stabilization of the
shore.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board
concluded that the most suitable minimum plan of protection comprised
placement of approximately 1,000,000 cubic yards of suitable material
in two stockpiles to fill both groups of existing groins and adjacent
eroding areas east thereof, and construction of a single jetty at the
eastern end of the island near Barataria Pass. The maintenance program
for providing continued stability to the shore consisted of periodic
subsequent replenishment of these stockpiles or placement of equivalent
fill at locations as required by shifting of the critical areas of
erosion, the estimated average annual requirement being 100,000 cubic
yards. They further concluded that the shore being privately oned,
the project is ineligible for Federal aid under existing policy and
recommended that no project be adopted by the United States for
stabilization and protection of the Gulf shore of Grand Isle at this
time. They further recommended that protective measures that may be
undertaken by local interests, based on their determination of economic
justification, be accomplished in accordance with plans and methods
proposed in the report.

The Chief of Engineers concurred in the views and recommendations

of the Beach Erosion Board.

FAIR HAVEN BEACH STATE PARK, NEW YORK

Fair Haven Beach State Park comprises about l miles of shore on
the southeni shore near the east end of Lake Ontario. It is located
in the Town of Sterling, in Cayuga County, about 15 miles southwest of
Oswego Harbor. It is conveniently located with respect to the popula-
tion centers of Oswego, Syracuse, Auburn, and Geneva, which have a com-
bined population of about 300,000. The park has been developed with
cottages, camping facilities, bathing beach, picnicking and parking
areas. Fair Haven Beach State Park lies immediately east of the
jettied entrance at Little Sodus Bay. The jetties and a breakwater
connecting the east jetty to the park shore were built by the United
States under a navigation project. The shore of the park comprises
bluffs of glacial till alternating with barrier beaches across the
drainage courses. The westerly beach is a barrier bar fronting Sterling
Pond. The outlet to the pond has been protected by the State by low
training walls.

Lake Ontario is about 190 miles long and 50 miles wide. The
mean lake level for the months of March to December is about 2 feet
above the established low water datum. The highest lake stage and the
highest monthly mean recorded at Oswego, New York, are respectively
about 6.2 and 5.3 feet above low water datum. Storms cause changes in
lake levels as winds move the water Loward the ends of the lake. The
dcsign lake stage is 6 feet above low water datum. Of winds which
generate waves affecting the area, those from the west have the greatest
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fetch, about 150 miles. During severe storms with a frequency of about
once a year, waves may range up to 11 feet in height in deep water, but
ordinarily waves of this height would break before reaching shore
structures. Storms waves &ich cause the grei-test movement of beach
material are those from the west. Although the predominant direction
of littoral drift is eastward, no material reaches the shore past the
jettied entrance to Little Sodus Bay. Sterling Creek flows through
swamps and furnishes no material to the shore.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board
concluded that the most suitable plan for the protection of Fair Haven
Beach State Park consists of:

a. For the westerly beach, modification of the Sterling
Creek outlet and the existing concrete groin, placement of approximately
71,0OO cubic yards of sand fill, and construction of a new groin at the
westerly limit of the beach;

b. For the bluff area, stone revetment of approximately
2,700 feet of shore; and

c. For the easterly beach, construction of one groin and
placement of approximately 27,500 cubic yards of sand fill.

They found that protection and improvement of the westerly beach
at Fair Haven Beach State Park were justified by evaluated benefits,
and recommended, subject to certain conditions, adoption of a pro-
ject by the United States authorizing Fede-al participation in an amount
equal to one-third of the first cost ox ,he plan for the protection and
improvement of the westerly beach area. They further recommended that
the State consider adoption of the plans for the bluff and easterly
beach areas, but recommended no Federal project for those areas.

The Chief of Engineerns concurred in the views and recommendations
of the Beach Erosion Board.

HAMLIN EACH STATE PARK, NEW YORK

Hamlin Beach State Park comprises about 21 miles of shore in the
central part of the southern shore of Lake Ontario. It is located in
the town of Hamlin in Monroe, County, about 20 miles west of Rochester.
It is thus conveniently located with respect to that population center,
with a population of 332,000. The combined population of tributary
counties is about 750,000, exclusive of the city of Buffalo with a
population of 580,O00. Although Buffalo is somewhat beyond a 50-mile
radius, it contributes a ccasiderable number of visitors annually to
Hamlin Beach. The park has been developed with bathing beach, picnick-
ing and parking areas. It is remote from potential sources of pollution
likely to endanger the health of bathers. The western 0.3 mile of
the shore of the park cansista of bluffs of fine sand and clay gradually
decreasing in height from a maximum of about 30 feet. The remainder of
the shore is relatively flat with elevations of 7 to 15 feet abore the
lake. It consists of low bluffs alternating with barrier beaches at the
drainage courses. Yanty Creek, the largest creek, flows through
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swamps and furnishes no material to the shore. It has been proposed
as a site for a small-boat harbor.

lake Ontario is about 190 miles long and 50 miles wide. The mean
lake level for the months of March to December is about 2 feet above the
established low water datum. The highest lake stage and the highest
monthly mean recorded at Oswego, New York, are respectively about 6. 2
and 5.3 feet above low water datum. Of winds which generate waves
affecting the area, those from the west and east have the greatest fetch,
about 90 miles. However, the wind movement and duration from the west
and northwest considerably exceed those from the eas6 and northeast,
consequently, waves which cause the greatest movement of beach material
are those from the west and northwest. During severe storm,, which
occur with a frequency of about once a year, waves may range up to 12
feet in height in deep water, but ordinarily waves of this height would
break before reaching shore structures.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board
concluded that the most suitable pians to provide the beach areas and
the protection for remaining areas of Hamlin Beach State Park cnnsist
of:

a. For the westerly beach area, construction of four new
groins; modification of three existing groins, grading the bluffs, and
placement of approximately 217,000 cubic yards of sand fill;

b. For the central beach area, construction of three new groins
modification of one existing groin, placement of approximately 123,000
cubic yards of sand fill, and construction of approximately 500 feet of
stone and concrete revetment;

c. For the easterly beach area, construction of three new
groins, placement of approximately 51,000 cubic yards of sand fill, and
construction of approximately 2,600 feet of stone revetment.

They found that the restoration and protection of the westerly beach
at Hamlin Beach State Park were warranted by evaluated benefits, and that
Federal participation in the first cost thereof is justified. They
recommended adoption of a project by the United States authorizing
Federal participation, subject to certain cnnditions, in an amount equal
to one-third of the first cost of the plan for the restoration and pro.
tectien of the westerly beach area. They further recommended that the
State of New York consider adopting the foregoing plans for the central
and east beach areas and that no Federal project be adopted at this time
for those areas, but that further consideration be given to the advisa-
bility of Federal participation in such a project if requested by the
cooperating agency at such time as plans for park development are further
advanced and the benefits are determinable.

The Chief of Engineers concurred in the views and recomme-dations
of the Beach Erosion Board.
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KENDSHA, WISCONSIN

The city of Kenosha is located in Kenosha Coun,'y, about 30 miles
soutk4 of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,and 50 miles north of Cnicago Illinois.
It has a shore frontage on Lake Michigan of about 4 miles, of which
about 75 percent comprises parks owned by the city. The remainder of
the above frontage is used for industrial and residential purposes. The
city and county have populations of 54,400 and 75,200 respectively.
North of the harbor entrance, the shore is backec by low bluffs with a
maximum height of about 25 feet. Beaches range frum 0 to 180 feet
in width. A groin system has helped accumulate a beach at one park and
another beach has accumulated at the north jetty of the harbor. The
harbor works consist of parallel jetties and a detached breakwater to
protect the entrance. South of the harbor the shore has partly been
formed by breakwaters and fills. The remainder has been protected by
walls, bulkheads and revetments.

Lake Michigan is over 300 miles long and about 80 miles wide. The
mean lake level for the period 1900 to 1953 was 1.4 feet above the
established low water datum. The highest monthly mear recorded was
3.8 feet above mean lake level and 5.2 feet above low water datum. Shnrt
period fluctuations up to about 2 feet are caused by winds and differences
in barometric pressure. The design lake stage is 5 feet above low water
datum. Of winds which generate waves affecting the area, those from the
north and northeast have the greatest fetcn, about 260 miles. During
severe storms with a frequency of about once a year, waves may r- 'Z

- ;p
to 13 feet in height in deep water, but ordinarily waves of this height
womld break before reaching shore structures. Storm waves which cause
the greatest movement of beach material are those from the northeast.
The predominant direction of littoral drift is southward, but practically
no material moves along the shore south of the jettied entrance to
Kenosha Harbor. The sm.ll streams entering the lake in Kenosha County
furnish little material to the shore.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board con-
cluded that the most suitable plans for preventing erosion and stabiliz-
ing the shores of Kenosha consist of the following:

Alford Park - Maintenance of existing groin system.

Pennoyer Park - Stone revetment for 650-foot reach of shore.

Lake View Park - Reconstruct 1,620 feet of old breakwater.

Simmons Island Park - Reconstruct and extend southerly the rubble
mound to protect 425 feet of shore. An
ahternative plan of steel sheet pile wall
may be used for the southerly 125 feet of
this reach.
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Simmons Manufacturing
Company and Lake Front
Park - Reconstruct 2,570 feet of breakwater.

Eichelman Park - Raise 250 feet of low concrete seawall and
riprap entire length of 748 feet of seawall.
Reconstruct 670 feet of offshore breakwater.

Eichelman Park to
75th Street - Maintenance and reconstruction of existing

stone revetment.

Southport Park - Stone revetment for 2,090 feet of shore. An
alternative plan provides for reconstruction
of groin system and protective beach of

artificial fill for northerly 1,700 feet of
problem area and revetment of stnne for south-
erly 390 feet.

They found evaluated benefits insufficient to justify Federal
participation in the cc.*s of additional protection for the shores of
Kenosha, and recommended that no projects be adopted by the United States

at this time for protection of shores of Lake Michigan within the city of
Kenosha. They further recommended that protective measures which may be
undertaken by local interests, in accordance with their own determination
of economic justification, be accomplished in accordance with plans
proposed in this report.

The Chief of Engineers concurred in the views and recommendations of

the Beach Erosion Board.

MANITOWC CDUNTY PROM TWO RIVERS TO MANIOWOC, WISCONSIN

The study area comprises a 9k-mile section of the shore of Manitowoc
County from * e north limit of Two Rivers to the south limit of Manitowoc.
It is located about 70 miles north of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. About 77

percent of the shore frontage of the study area is publicly owned. The
remainder of the above frontage is used for indus'rial and residential
purposes. The county has a population of about 6,000. The exposed
shore frontage of the study area is divided into three sections by the

Federally improved harbors of Two Rivers and Manitowoc. North of Two
Rivers Harbor the shore is backed by low banks averaging about 6 feet in

height above mean lake level. Beaches are 50 to 100 feet in width at

mean lake level. The entrance to Two Rivers Harbor is protected by
parallel jetties (locally known as piezi) through which East aud West
Twin Rivers discharge. Between the harbors the shore consists of low

bluffs ranging in height to a maximum of about 25 feet above mean lake
level. Beaches are generally narrow at mean lake stage. The outer basin
of Manitowoc Harbor at the mouth of Manitowoc River is formed by two

shore-connected converging breakwaters. South of the harbor the e3 -vations

of the shore bluffs range from about 5 to 50 feet above mean lake level.
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Beach widths in this section range up to a maximum of about 75 feet at
mean lake stage.

Lake Michigan is over 300 miles long and about 80 miles wide. The
mean lake level for the 94-year period of record is 2.1 feet above the
established low water datum. The highest monthly mean recorded was 3.1
feet above mean lake level and 5.2 feet above low water datum. Short
period fluctuations up to about 1.5 feet are caused by winds and
differences in barometric pressures. The design lake stage is 5 feet
above low water datum. Of winds which generate waves affecting the area,
those from the north-northeast have the greatest fetch, about 175 miles,
but those from the south-southeast have a fetch of about 170 miles.
During severe storms with a frequency of about once a year, waves may
range up to 11 feet in height in deep water, but ordinarily waves of
this height break before reaching shore structures. Waves from both the
northeast and southeast quadrants cause movement of beach material, but
there appears to be little net transport in either direction between Two
Rivers and Manitowoc Harbors. North of Two Rivers Harbor the predominant
direction of littoral transport is southward. Immediately south of
Manitowoc Harbor the direction of littoral movement alternates, but there
appears to be a slight northward predominance of littoral transport.
The small streams entering the lake in Manitowoc County furnish little
material to the shore.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board con-
cluded that the most suitable plans of preventing erosion and stabiliz-
ing the shores of the study area consist of stone revetments or rubble
mounds and that beach fill plans are practicable south of Manitowoc
Harbor but economically unjustified. They found that protection of
9,550 feet of shore along State Highway 42 and Cleveland Avenue between
Two Rivers and Waldo Avenue in Manitowoc by stone revetment at the toe
of the bluff was warranted by evaluated benefits. They therefore re-
commended adoption of a Federal project authorizing Federal participation
therein to the extent of one-third of the first cost, subject to certain
conditions. They further found that protectin of the remaining frontage
of the study area was not justified by evaluated benefits, t.t recommended
that protective measures which may be undertaken by local interests for
other sections of shore, based on their own determination of economic
justification, be accomplished in accordance with plans proposed in this
report.

The Chief of Engineers concurred in the views and recommendations
of the Beach Erosion Board.
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STATE OP NEW JERSEY, SANDY HOOK 1O BARNEGAT INLET

The study area comprises the Atlantic Ocean shore line of New
Jersey from the north end of Sandy Hook to Barnegat Inlet, a length of
about 51 miles. This stretch of shore lies in Monmouth and Ocean
Counties. The principal communities along this shore are Sea Bright,
Monmouth Beach, Long Branch, Asbury Park, Point Pleasant Beach, Sea-
side Heights, and Seaside Park. The permanent population of the
municipalities within the study area is 90,000. The estimated peak
summer population is 600,000. The tributary area from which visitors
are principally drawn comprises northern New Jersey and portions of
southern New York with a total population of about 6,000,000. However,
visitors come from all States in the Union. The Sandy Hook section of
the study area, 6 miles in length, is owned by the United States and is
occupied by the Port Hancock Reservation. Of the remaining 45 miles of
ocean frontage, about 55 percent is publicly owned and 45 percent
privately owned. The southern portion extending about 10 miles north
from Barnegat Inlet is known as Island Beach. It has been acquired by
the State for park purposes.

On the basis of present need for shore restoration and protection,
the shore is divided into five sections as follows:

a. Sandy Hook Section - For purposes of this report the Sandy
Hook section comprises only the Government Reservation of Fort Hancock,
the northern 6 miles of the sand spit extending 11 miles from the head-
land at Monmouth Beach. The surface consists principally of low sand
dunes. The elevation is about 5 to 10 feet above mean sea level. There
is no immediate need for plans of protection of the Government Reserva-
tion. If protection becomes necessary, plans tLerefor may be obtained
by the using agency under other available authority.

h. Sea Bright-Ocean Township Section - This section includes
Long Branch, the largest city in the study area. It is about 12 miles
long -omprising 5 miles of sand spit and 7 miles of headland. The bluff
adjoining the ocean has an elevation of 10 to 25 feet above mean sea
ievel. The section has had practically a continuous history of erosion.
Seawalls, bulkheads and groins have partially stabilized the shore line
but the upland is still subject to storm damage. A few beaches exists
at the south sides of the larger groins. The section is extensively
developed as a summer resort area, but the economy of this section has
been adversely affected by lack of protective ana recreational beaches.
About 23 rnercent of the shore frontage is publicly owned.

c. Asbu.y Section - This 9-mile section is
part of the headland tc*.rtion of the coast w.O.h bluff elevations of 10 to
15 feet above mean sea level. It includes tv city of Asbury Park and
an intensivly d,. veloped portion of the study area. As a result of ex-
tensive gr-.,'n cos':ruction, protective and recreatinnN1 beaches have
been retalned to some extt*At; ,%wever, their width3 %re generally



insufficient for these purposes. About 96 percent of the frontage is
publicly owned. Shark River Inlet is included ii. th i s section. Another
relatively small inlet, Manasquan Inlet, is the south limit of the
section. Both have been improved for navigation, including twin jetties.

d. Point Pleasant Beach to Seaside Park - This section is
about 14 miles long, including a J-mile section in Berkeley Township
adjoining Seaside Park to t'e south. It includes 3 miles of headland
south to Bay Head. The remainder is in the form of barrier beach with
widths of 500 feet to I mile and elevations up to 12 feet above mean
sea level, except tor dunes along the shore. Although farther from
population centers and not as intensively developed as the sections to
the north, the section is popular because of its better beaches. In
addition to communities mentioned above, the principal 3ummer colonies
are Mantoloking and Lavallette, but the remainder is being steadily
developed for private recreational use. The shore has been more stable
than that to the north, and few protective measures have been undertaken.
However, the width of protective beach has recently been depleted at
Bay Head and Lavallette, and the State has partially restored the beach
at Lavllette by artificial placement of sand since the November 1953
storm. A program is needed to provide for continued stability of the
z;hore in this section. About 25 percent of the frontage is publicly
owned,

e. Island Beach - This section, nearly 10 miles in length, is
a separate entity with direction of drift opposite to that in the remainder
of the study area, and hence affected only to a minor degree by protective

measures in the adjoining section. The proposal for early development
of the section as a State Park necessitates that the past history of shore
line recession be considered in planning such development. Barnegat
Inlet, a large inlet at the south limit of the study area, is Pederally
improved for small boat navigation.

Tides in the area are semi-diurnal, the mean range being 4.5 feet
at Sandy Hook and 4 feet at Barnegat Inlet. The spring range is about
5 feet. The maximum tided€ record at Sandy Hook, 9.1 feet above mean
sea level, occurred during the storu of November 1953. The shore of
the study area is exposed to waves from the northeast, east and sou,.heast.
The fetch to the east and southeast is unlimited, but Long Island shields
the area from waves fron the northeast. As a result the predominant
direction of littoral drift is northward from a nodal region between Say
Head and Barnegat.

The District Engineer developed a plan for protecting and stabilizing
the shores from Sea bright to Seaside Park. The District Engineer made
an economic analysis of the proposed work and found that the benefits
from prevention of damages, increased earning power of property, reduction
in maintenajce costs of existing structures, and recreational benefits
from additional beach use would amply justify the work. The Division and
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District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board concluded that the public
intercst in the iwprovements was suraicient to warrant Federal assistance
to the extent of one-third of the costs applicable to the publicly owned
portions of the shore, in accordance with the policy established by
Public Law 727, 79th Congress. They recommended adoption oi a project
by the United States authorizing Federal participation, subject to
certain conditions, to the extent of one-third of the first costs of
measures for the restoration and protection of the publicly owned
portions of the shore from Sea Bright to Seaside Park under plans com-
prising artificial placement of approximately 13,901,000 cubic yards of
sand on the shore to restore a protective beach generally 100 feet wide
at elevation 10 feet above mean low water, supplemented by groin con-
struction in the Sea Bright-Ocean Township section. The Beach Erosion
Board emphasized that periodic replenishment operations as required are
an essential part of the plan for maintaining the protective and re-
creational beaches, and providing for continued stability of the shore.
The Board considered th- Sandy Hook section to be an integral part of
the shores to the south with respect to littoral processes, even though
it had been omitted from the project because its protection did not
appear justified on the basis of present use. The Sandy Hook shore has
been eroding slt.4y north of the seawall at the south end of the Govern-
ent Reservation. That erosion may be expected to coutinue, and if local

interests fail to provide artificial nourishment in conjunction with
construction of groins, as recommended on adjoining shores to the south,
erosion of Sandy Hook will be accelerated.

The Chief of Engineers concurred generally in the views and re-
comendations of the Beach Erosion Board.

BRADDOCK AY STATE PARK, NEW YIRK

Braddock Bay State Park includes about one mile of publicly owned
shore in the central part of the southern shore of Lake Ontario. It
is located in the town of Greece in Monroe County, about 7 miles west
of Rochester. It is thus conveniently located with respect to that
center, which has a population of 332,000. The combined population of
tributary counties is about 730,000. The State plans eventually to
develop the park with bathing beach, picnicking and parking areas and a
small-boat harbor. PolLution of the lake waters in the vicinity of
Braddock Day is not considereb sufficient to endanger the health of
bathers. The lake frontage of the study area is a lw barrier beach
located between two low headlands about one mile apart. An outlet through
the beach was formerly narrower, but much of the bt.rrier is now a sub-
merged bar and the main opening is about 1.600 feet wide . Two creeks
having a combined drainage area of about 77 square miles empty through
the bay.

Lake Ontario is about 190 miles leog and 50 miles wide. The mean
take level for the moths of March to December is about 2 feet above
the established low water datum (244.0 feet above the mean tide at New
York City). The highest lake stage and the highest monthly mean recorded
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n4 Atwego, New York, are respectively about 6.2 and 5.3 feet above low
water datum. Storms cause changes in lake levels as winds move the
water toward the ends of the lake. The design lake stage is 6 feet above
low water datum. Of winds which generate waves affecting the area,
those from the northwest and northeast have the greatest fetches, about
55 and 60 miles respectively. However, the wind movement and duration
from the west and northwest considerably excee! those from the east and
northeast, consequently waves which cause the greatest mcvement of betch
material in the vicinity are those from the west and northwest. During
severe storms which occur with a frequency of about once a yer, waves
in deep water may range up to 12 feet in heiqht with periods of 8 to 9
seconds, but ordinarily waves of this height would break before reaching
shore structures.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board
concluded that the most suitable plan of restoration and protection of
the shore at Braddock Bay State Park consists of:

a. Sand beach fill: Construction of a beach 4,800 feet long,
between Bradduci P6int and Braddock Heights, with berm 50 feet wide at
elevation 254.5 feet, by placement of approximately 440,000 cubic yards
of suitable sand;

b. Outlet jetties: Construction of two jetties approximately
650 feet long and 150 feet apart at the west end of the beach; and

c. I4teration of existing stone groin at easterly park limit:
Raising of the inner 110 feet of the existing stone groin to elevation
254.5 feet, and raising an additional 120 feet to a uniform slope from
that elevation to the top of the existing groin.

As the State's primary interest at the time was in development of
general plans for future construction of a beach to protect park improve-
ments which are unlikely to be undertaken in the near future, no economit.
analysis to determine justification for Federal participation in the
project was made by the District Engineer. However, the Division and
District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board all recommended that the
State of New York consider adoption of the foregoing plan of protection
and improvement of the shore frontage. They further recommended that
no project be adopted at this time authorizing Federal participation in
the cost of protection and improvement of Braddock Bay State Park.

The Chief of Engineers concurred in the views and recommendations of

the Beach Erosion Board.

PERDIDO PASS (ALABAMA POINT). ALABAMA

The study area comprises the Gulf and Perdido Pass shore lines of
Ala:ama Point, located on the Gulf of Mexico about 40 miles east of the
entrance to Mobile Bay. The point is owned by the State. Florida Point,
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on the east side of the pass has teen a part of Florida, but would be
transferred to Alabama inde,- an agreement ratified by both legislatures,
subiecv to approval by Congress. The State of Alabama proposes to
acquire about 2 miles of Florida Point for development as a recreational
area. The immediate tributary area is sparsely settled, but a population
of about 400,000 is located within a 50-miles radius, including the city
of Mobile. The Gulf shore is increasing in importance as a recreational
area.

The low mainland bluffs are composed of erodible materials which
have furnished large quantities of sand to the shore. As a result embay-
ments are separated from the Gulf by extensive barrier beaches. The
barrier beach across Perdido Bay is abo-ut 8 miles in length broken only
by the narrow pass. Ono Island about 5 miles in length is the remains
of an enrlier barrier lying behind the present beach. Tides in the area
are diurnal, the mean diurnal range being 1.3 feet. The principal wave
action is from the southeast. As indicated by inlet migration, the
predominant littoral drift is westward. There is no evidence of important
reversals in direction. The estimated volume of westward drift is 200,000
cubic yards annually. Erosion of Alabama Point is caused by waves
entering from the Gulf and strong tidal currents forced against the point
by westward elongation of Florida Point.

The District Fr-gixeer developed plans for protecting Alabama Point
and stabilizing Perdido Pass. The alternative methods are (a) a single
jetty extending southwestward from Florida Point, (b) an offshore break-
water off Florida Point, or (c) a steel sheet pile bulkhead around
Alabama Point. The Division and District Engineers concluded that the
most suitable plan for the intended purpose considering all costs,

advantages and disadvantages consists of a single rubble-mound jetty
about 3,100 feet long extending southwestward from Florida Point. They
concluded further that the plan was not justified by evaluated benefits,
but that intangible and secondary benefits not sufficient to warrant
Federal participation may be considered by the State in its own evaluation
of the plan and in comparison with the alternative of bridging the pass

farther inland. Accordingly they recommended that no Federal project
for stabilization of the pass in the interest of protecting Alabama Point
be authorized at this time.

The Beach Erosion Board concurred in the views and recommendations of
the Division and District Engineers but desired to emphasize the fact
that stabilization of a migrating inlet is a difficult and costly problem,
and that the jetty plan considered most suitable by the District Engineer
must include a dredging program to supply material to the downarift shore
and to prevent deterioration of the channel.

The Chief of Engineers co.curred in the views and recommendations
of the Beach Erosion Board.
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OCEANSIDE. OCEAN BEACI, IMPERIAL BEACH AND CORONADO. SAN DIEGD
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

San Diego County is in Southern California immediately north of the
Mexican boundary. Its Pacific Ocean shore line, extending in a general
north-south direction, is about 70 miles long. The coastal area consists
generally of a series of long narrow beaches backed by steep hills and
bluffs, except that at Mission and San Diego Bays it consists of low
sandy peninsulas separating the ocean from those bays. The coastal area
of the northern hif of the county is drainee by short steep intermittent
s-treams. In the southern half, the drainage was formerly into Mission
and San Diego Bays, except for the Tia Juana River which discharges into
the ocean about lI miles north of the Mexican border. Since 1951 San
Diego River discharges directly into the ocean through a separate flood
channel adjacent to the entrance to Mission Bay.

The City of Oceanside with a population of about 18,400 is in the
northern part of San Diego County about 18 miles south of the north
:ounty line. It has an ocean frontage of about 3 miles, characterized
ay bluffs 20 to 40 feet high fronted by a narrow beach. The shore front-
age requiring protection, about 10,000 feet in length, is owned by the
city. The center of O'ceanside is about 2 miles south of the entrance
to the Federal harbor at Camp Pendleton. That harbor consists of an
inner basin about 33 acres in area and 20 feet in depth. The entrance
is protected by converging jetties. Due to littoral drift and small
tidal prism, the maintenance requirements of the entrance channel have
been excessive and the entrance is now practically closed. The dominant
littoral drift is from north to south. The problem at Oceanside is one
of shore recession over the past 13 years due to impoundment of littoral
drift at the harbor jetties which were completed in 1943. The rate of
recession is probably decreasing as the limit of impounding capacity of
the jetties is approached, but the city frontage is presently without an
adequate protective and recreational beach and shore front property is
endangered, Erosion is continuing, though at a diminishing rate.
Restoration and maintenance of the beach are desired.

Ocean Beach, a part of the City of San Diego, is a residential
community with a population of about 34,800. It is located oni the
ocean about 5 miles west of the city's business center. Most of the
community is on high ground with a beach about I mile long lying between
the Mission Bay-San Diego River jetties on the north and Sunset Cliffs
on the south. The shore is owned by the City of San Diego. Since
construction of the Mission Bay jetties in 1948 to 1950, Ocean Beach
has become a pocket beach between Sunset Cliffs and those jetties. The
beach has reoriented, the material moving northward to form a beach at
the northern portion of the pocket and across the mouth of San Diego
River. The southern portion lacks an adequate protective or recreational
beach, Local interests desire restoration and stabilization of this
beach,



Under the Federal navigation project for Mission Bay, dredging of the
entrance channel and deposition of spoil on Ocean Beach at no Cos to
any project for shore protection has recently been completed. In order
to obtain the maximum benefits from this beach fill, it was essential
that the groin considered in this report be built prior to northward
shifting of the fill by summer waves. Accordingly local interests pro-
ceeded with construction of the groin at Cape May Avenue and the shore
protecti3n project for Ocean Beach, as recommended by the reporting
officers, is now substantially complete.

Imperial Beach is a small residential community with a population
of 285. It lies on the ocean shore about 3.5 miles north of the Mexican
border. The improved frontage where protection is required has a narrow
sandy recreational beach about 6,300 feet long. The southerly section,
5,700 feet long, is owned by San Diego County and the northerly section,
600 feet long, is Federally owned and occupied by the U. S. Naval Radio
Station. The ocean waters in the Imperial Beach area are contaminated
by sewage discharged by the international sewer 0.7 mile north of the
international boundary. Efforts are being made to correct this condition.
At Imperial Beach the problem is one o! gradual erosion which has re-
duced the beach width. The erosion has been caused by inadequate natural
supply of beach material. Control structures which have reduced flood
flows in the lower Tia Juana River, coupled with lack of floods since
1928,have greatly reduced the volume of detritus brought to the shore.
The lack of protective beach has exposed upland public and private
property to damage. -,estoration of the former width of protective and
recreational beach and prevention of further erosion are desired.

Coronado is a residential city on the peninsula separating San
Diego Bay from the ocean. The present problem area is at Bay View Estates,
a development on the bay side of the city between the U. S. Naval Air
Station on the west and the ferry landing on the east. The shore is
privately owned. The bay shore at Coronado consists of eroding low clay
bluffs. No material moves into the area to supply the beach, and the
eroding bluffs contribute little material of adequate size to for a pro-
tective beach. Property owners desire determination of the most economical
means of stabilizing the shore.

The tides on the ocean shore of the study area have a diurnal
inequality, the mean and diurnal ranges being respectively about 3.7 and
5.3 feet. In the northern part of San Diego Bay the ranges are 4.2 and
5.8 feet. The maximum tide each year is about 7 Ceet ajove mean lower
low water. Characteristic waves are swells generated in distant ocean
areas. They have heights up to 10 feet and periods up to 20 seconds
with the greater heights and shorter periods occurring in the winter,
Winter waves generally approach the shore from upcoast of normal, mmer
waves frequently approach from doumcoast of normal. In San Diego Bay
waves are those generated by lcal winds and ship traffic. They have a
maximum height of about 2 feet and periods o about 3 secoeds and approach
the shore from west of normal.
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On the ocean shores north of Point Loma at the eutrance to San
Diego Bay, littoral drift is in general southward in witnter and north-
ward in stumaer, In the Oceanside area southward drift is predominant,
as indicated by the general accretion at the Camp Pendleton Harbor
jetties and erosion to the south. At Ocean Beach the net annual move-
ment in either direction is negligible. South of Point Loma, the
predominant direction of drift is northward. At all ocean front areas
there is also a large seasonal onhore-offshore movement of miterial.
At Bay View Estates in Coronado, there is a tendency toward eastward
drift along the bay shore, but little beach material is available for
transport by wave action.

The Division and District Engineers and the Beach Erosion Board
concluded that the most suitable and economical plans of shore pro-
tection for the several problem areas are as follows:

a. At Oceanside, construction of a protective beach gen-
erally 200 feet wide and approximately 10,000 feet long from the
vicinity of Ninth Street to Witherby Street by artificial placement of
approximately 900,000 cubic yards of suitable sand;

b. At Ocean Beach, construction of a protective beach gen-
erally 20 feet wide and approximately 1,.700 feet long between Cape
May and Narragansett Avenues by artificial placement of approximately
250,000 cubic yards of suitable sand (at no cost to the project), and
construction of one stone groin about 530 feet long in the vicinity
of Cape May Avenue;

c. At Imperial Beach, constructioo of a system of five stone
groins from the north end of the existing Naval Radio Station seawall
to a point about 400 feet south of Coronado Avenue, the most northerly
groin to be 600 feet long and the others each to be about 400 feet long.

d. For Coronado at the Bay View Estates, a stone or broken
concrete revetment about 1,900 feet long with a ter elevation of 10
feet above mean lower low water.

They concluded that the plans for Oceanside, Ocean Beach and Imperial
Beach are justified by prospeitive benefits and that the public interest
involved in protection of public property warrants Federal assistance
in accordance with existing policy. They recommended adoption of
separate projects by the United States authorizing Federal participation,
subject to certain conditions, by contribution of funds in amount of
the entire cost of protecting Federally owned shores and one-third of
the costs applicable to protection of other publicly owied shores at
Oceanside, Ocean Beach and Imaerial Beach. As the shore of Day View
Estates is privateLy owed, the'further concluded that so public interest
is involved in the proposed work for that area, and recomended that
local interests consider adoption, based upon their ow- determination
of economic Justification, of a project for construction of revetment.

The Chief of lngimers concurred in the 'lews and recommendations
of the Beach irosion Board.
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STATE OF COECTICT7 - EAST RIVER TO NEW HAVEN HARDOR-(AREA 9)

Area 9 of the State of Connecticut study comprises the shore of Long
Island Sound between the mouth of East River in Guilford and New Haven
Harbor. It includes the shores of the towns of Branford and East Haven
and portions of the shores of the tovn :f Guilford and city of New Haven,
a total shore frontage of about 29 miles. New Haven, at the west end of
this shore area, is about 75 miles east of New York City. The shore
area is extensively developed for residential use. The permanent pop-
ulation of Guilford, Branford, East Haven and New Haven is about 193,000.
There is a suamer increase in the population of about 11,500 in Guilford,
Branford and East Haven. In Guilford there are two town-owned low :aSd
spits, one of which is developed as a public beach used for recreational
purposes. In Branford, the shore at Parker Memorial Park is owned by
the town and is used for recreational purposes. The city of New Haven
owns the shore at Lighthouse Point Park, Morris Cove Park, Forbes Bluff
and Port Hale Park. The former has a popular recreational beach.

Long Island Sound is a tidal arm of the Atlantic Ocean. Tides are
semi-diurnal, the mean range increasing from 5.4 feet at East River to
6.2 feet at Lighthouse Point. The spring ranges are respectively 6.4
and 7.3 feet. The maximum tide of record at New Haven was 13.9 feet
above mean low water or 7.7 feet above mean high water. Tides 3 feet or
more above mean high water occur about once a year. With a tidal stage
of three feet above mean high water, the maximum height of breakers land-
ward of the low water line is about 8 feet. Larger waves can reach the
shore only during infrequent higher tides. Ocean swells entering Long
Island Sound between Race Point and Little Gull Island may affect littoral
processes, but the waves of primary importance are those generated in the
sound. Ordinary short storm waves cause littoral movement and offshore
loss of beach material. The influence of swells is probably insufficient
to cause appreciable return of material from offshore by wave action.
Waves which cause the greatest movement of beach raterial in this study
area are those from the west and southwest causing littoral drift to be
predominantly northward along shores aligned generally north and south,
and eastward along shores aligned generally east and west.

The study area is characterized by rocky headlands and headlands
of unconsolidated glacial material, from which wave-built bars or spits
have been formed and the landuard areas generally have filled and become
marshy. The headlands formerly supplied material to the intervening
beaches, but are no generally eroded to bed rock or otherwise protected.
The supply of mate;ial has thus been reduced or eliminated, and con-
sequently the beaches have slowly deteriorated. Goins have been found
to be capable of causing minor accretion areas and stabilizing a narrow
band along the upper portion of the beach in some sections, but the
natural supply of material is insufficient for the formation of adequate
protective beaches by groins alone. The building and maintenance of
adequate beaches may be accomplisbed by artificial placement of sand.
Th rate of loss of fill can be reduced by groins.
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The Division Engineer concluded that practicable plans which merit
consideration for the protection and improvement of beaches within the
study area are as follows:

a. Guilford Point Beach. Guilford - Widening of 125 feet,
approximately 400 feet of beach, by direct placement of sand fill and
construction of an impermeable groin 300 feet long at the east limit of
the fill.

b. Moauruin Beach. Eastaven. Widening to a general width
of 125 feet in front of cottages, by direct placement of sand fill, ap-
proximately 2,200 feet of Momauguin Beach, construction of a 300-foot
extension to an existing groin at Bradford Cove and if necessary to
reduce excessive losses of the fill, deferred construction of three
additional impermeable groins, 350 feet long.

c. Silver Sands Beach, East Haven - Widening to a general
width of 125 feet in front of cottages, by direct placement of sand fill,
approximately 2,600 feet of Silver Sands Beach with an added widening of
up to 50 feet along the westerly 1,400 feet of shore, construction of an
impermeable groin 250 feet long at the mouth of Caroline Creek and, if
necessary to reduce excessive losses of the fill, deferred conatruction
,f four additional impermeable groins, 350 feet long.

d. West Silver Sands-Beach. East Haven - Widening to a general
width of 125 feet in front of cottages by direct placement of sand fill
approximately 2,950 feet of West Silver Sands Beach with an added widen-
ing of up to 50 feet along the westerly 1,800 feet of shore, construction
of an impermeable groin 200 feet long at the mouth of Caroline Creek and,
if necessary to reduce excessive losses of the fill, deferred construction
of four additional impermeable groins 350 to 380 feet long.

e. Shell Beach. East H&ven - Widening to a general width of
125 feet in front of cottages by direct placement of sand fill, approx-
imately 1,350 feet of Shell Beach and construction of an impermeable
groin 330 feet long at the mouth of Morris Creek.

f. Li hthouss Point Park. New Haven - Construction of an
impermeable groin 380 feet long at Lighthouse Point.

T1e Division Engineer found that protection and improvement of Guil-
ford Point, Nmagui, Silver-.Sands, West Silver Sands Beaches and Light-
house Point Park were justified by evaluated benefits. However. for
Guilford Point Beach, he found that the limited public benefit, other
than recreational, would not warrant adoption of a Federal project and
that Nomauguing Silver Sands and West Silver Sands Beaches, being
privately owed, were ineligible for Pederal aid. He recomended that
local interests consider adoption of projects for protection and
improvement of those beachts, and that protective measures which may be
undertaken by local interests, based on their ow deterninatioa of
economic Justification, be accomplished in accordance with the methods
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proposed in his report. For Lighthouse Point Park he found the nature
and amount of public benefits warranted Federil participation, and
recommended subject to certain conditions, adoption of a project by the
United States authorizing Federal participation by the contribution of
Federal funds in an mount equal to one-third of the first cost of con-
struction of an impermeable groin.

The Beach Erosion Board concurred generally in the methods of pro-
tection and improvement proposed by the Division Engineer. However, the
Board in considering the plan presented by the Division Engineer for
Guilford Point Beach, believed that the proposed beach fill would restore
publicly owned lands and the proposed groin would assist in retaining the
beach fill. Thus the groin would have protective benefits and a public
interest. Accordingly the Board believed that that project would be
eligible for Federal aid under the policy established by Public Law 727,
79th Congress. Since the beach fill would presumably be placed at no
cost to shore protection, as it would be obtained from dredging of an
authorized navigation project and apparently depending only on the Federal
appropriation for that project, the Board was of the opinion that the
public ownership and interest in protecting the restored beach warrant
adoption of a Federal project authorizing Federal contribution to the
extent of one-third of the cost of the groin.

The Board noted the inclusion by the Division Engineer of a groin
at Caroline Creek for initial construction under the plan for Silver
Sands Beach. The Board was of the opinion that the orientation of the
shore at this location is such that reversals of direction of littoral
drift would cause little loss of the beach fill westward into Caroline
Creek. Accordingly, the Board believed that the plan for Silver Sands
Beach should be modified to provide that all groins should be considered
only for deferred construction, pending demonstration of the need therefor.

The Board recoended that projects be adopted by the United States
authorizing Federal participation by the contribution of Federal funds in
amount equal to one third of the first costs of measures for the protection
of the shores at Guilford Point Beach, Guilford (subject to placement of
beach fill at this locality at no cost to shore protection) and Lighthouse
Point Park, New Haven, Connecticut, under plaus comprising construction of
an impermeable groin at each location substantially in accordance with
the plans presented by the Division Engineer, with such modification thereof
as may be considered advisable by the Chief of Engineers.

The Chief of Engineers concurred generally in the vitys and re--
comendations of the Beach Erosion Board.
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&TLANTIC C0AST OF LONG ISLAND. FIRE ISLAND INLET AND
SHO)RE WESTERLY 70U JONES INLT. NEW YORK

The problem area, located about 50 miles east of New York City,
includes the barrier beach on the south shore of Long Island from Fire
Island Inlet to Jones Inlet, also Oak Beach on the north shore of Fire
Island Inlet. This frontage is about 15 miles in length, all publicly
owned. Oak Beach, Cedar Island Beach and Glgto Beach, all owned by the
town of Babylon, and Gilgo State Park, owned by the Long Island State
Park Commission, occupy the easterly 7 miles of shore all in Suffolk
County. Tobay Beach, owned by the town of Oyster Bay, and Jones Beach
State Park, owned by the Long Island State Park Coamission, occupy the
remaining 8 miles of shore, all in Nassau County. The study area also
includes Fire Island Inlet and the ocean shore east thereof where sand
has been impounded by the jetty at Fire Island Inlet. Jones beach State
Park is a world-famous recreational beach, developed at a cost of over
$50,000,000. About 8,000,000 people visit Jones Beach annually, over
10 percent of whom come from areas outside New York State. Facilities
at the other public beaches are valued at about $350,000. Purther im-
provement of both Jones Beach and Gilgo State Parks is planned by
-the Long Island State fark Commission when shore restoration and
stabilization are assured.

The tides in the study area are sei-diurnal, the mean and spring
rages being respectively about 4,1 and 5.,G feet. The maximum tide
of record was 9.5 feet above mean sea level, or about 11.5 feet above
mean low watet. The area is exposed to waves generated iu distant
ocean -reas. In general they approac the shore from east of a line
norm&l to the beach, thus causing a predominant westward littoral drift,
estimated at 450,000 cubic yards per year on the basis of impomndment
ft.a 1940 to 1946 at the Fite Island Inlet jetty. The deficiency in
supply to the shore west of that inlet has been estimated to have
averaged 300,000 cubic yards annually for the period 1939 to 1955.

The District Engineer concluded that the most practicable plan of
shore protection for te Fire Island Inlet-Jones Islet area is a
prehensive plan which comprises bypassing of sand westward across the
Fire Island Inlet to a feeder beach and to Oak Beach, restoration of the shore
west of the inlet approximately to its 1939 position, possible channel
relocation and construction of stabilization works at Oak Beach. Pre-
servation of the stability of the restored shore thereafter would be
accomplished by periodic bypassing of sand. The District Engineer also
considered an alternative ort-range plan which consists of dredging
the Inlet doal opposite the western part of Oak Beach in three operations
to relieve the pressure of tidal currents against Oak Beach, to provide
a deposition are* for littoral drift and to obtain fill material for the
feeder beach and foe Oak Beach. The District egineer found that the
compreheseive plan was amply justified by prospectivo benefits, and that
the public interest involved In protection of public property warrants
Pederal participation to the extent of 42 percent of the initial costs
and 13 percent of the costs of repeated bypassing operations. The
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42-percent share of initial costs is based on Public Law 727, 79th Con-
gress. Since 87 percent of the benefits result from beach erosion con-
trol, one-third of 87 percent or 29 percent of the costs would be
a!located to the United States. The remaining 13 percent of the benefits
result from savings in maintenance of an existing Federal navigation pro-
ject, therefore this portion of the costs would also be allocated to
the United States, making a total Federal share of 42 percent. Based on
the benefits to the Federal navigation project, 13 percent of the costs
of the repeated bypassing operations would also be botne by the United
States. The District Engineer recommended adoption of a project by the
United States authorizing Federal participation in the comprehens~ve
plan of restoration and protection, subject to certain conditions, by
contribution of shares of the costs as outlined above, provided that
those allocations be reviewed in the light of future justification and
modified as may be appropriate by the Chief of Engineers after completion
of the initial phases.

The Division Engineer concluded that the alternative short-range
plan would be adequately effective in preserving the shore westerly to
Jones Inlet and would provide lmediate erosion relief at a minimum
cost. He recommended adoption of a project by the United States
authorizing Federal participation, subject to certain conditions, to the
extent of 42 percent of the first costs of the alternative short-range
plan of restoration and protection, with such modification thereof as in
the discretion of the Chief of Engineers may be advisable.

The Beach Erosion Board concurred generally in the views and
recommendations of the Division Engineer. The Board noted that the part
of the comprehensive plan for restoratiou and protection of Oak Beach, as
presented by the District Engineer, included placement on Oak Beach of
1,550,000 cubic yards of sand from the dredging operation in the littoral
reservoir at Democrat Point under phase 1 of the plan. Although the
District Engineer anti,:ipated some loss of' the initial fill in the absence
of measures to shift the strong tidal currents away from Oak Beach, he
found no low-cost method of holding the fil. He believed placement of
additional fill to offset lo3ses to be the most practicable interim
solution. The Board concurred in this opinion. However, with a prospect
of losing a considerable portion of the material, the Board was of the
opinion that no fill should be placed on Oak Beach until the pressure of
tidal currents on Oak Beach can be relieved. With respect to the littoral
reservoL east of the Democrat Point jetty, the Board felt that there is
reasonable doubt that it would function as intended. The possibility
exists that the exit cut through the barrier beach would close and pre-
vent the reservoir from acting as an impouding area. In such event, the
lagoon would be andesarable in an area which is planned for recreational
development by the Long Island State Park Commission.

The Board noted the District Ilgimeer'a opiniom that the mat swit-
able method of correcting problem coditions would nvolve restoration
of the hc*re between Pire Island Inlet sad Jones Beach apprimately to
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the position it occupied in 1939. The District Engineer included such
restoration in his comprehensive plan. The short-range plan would provide
progressive restoration which would not be uniformly effective over the
problem area until the fill placed on the feeder in all three operations
had been distributed over that area by wave action, estimated to extend
over a period of 15 years. The Board recognized that, under this latter
plan, erosion may be experienced at some locations within the problem
area before material from the feeder beach reaches those locations. However,
the cooperating agency stated that it considered immediate shore re-
storation to be not essential at this time, and that, pending full re-
storition, it would place such fills as would be necessary to provide
interim protection at critical locations by independent local action.
Under this condition the Board believed that inclusion of immediate
restoration as an item of the project to be less desirable than progressive
restoration. The Board was of the opinion that the short-range plan
recommended by the rivision Engineer is the most feasible plan for
imediate accomplishment of the primary objective of stabilizing Oak
Beach and the shore westerly to Jones Inlet, pending possible constructien
of the bypassing plant proposed by the cooperating agency. The short-
range plan provides for dredging the inlet shoal opposite the western
part of Oak Beach to relieve the pressure of tidal currents against Oak
Beach, to provide a deposition area for littoral drift, and to obtain
fill material for the feeder beach and for Oak Beach. The plan anticipates
three dredging operations over a project life of 15 years involving a
total of about 6,000,000 cubic yards of material. Of this material,
about 500,000 cubic yards would be placed on Oak Beach in the initial
operation, possibly supplemented in subsequent operations. The remainder
of the material would be deposited on the feeder beach west of the inlet.
Bach pipeline dredging operation would be .supplemented, if required, by
about two months of dredging by hopper dredge.

The Beach Urosion Board stated its opinion that the public interest
associated with savings of public lands and improvements, reseoration
and preservation of public beach areas and recreational benefits to the

general public is sufficient to warrant adoption of a project authorizing

Federal participation in the cost of restoring and stabilis ing the shore
from Oak Beach to Jones Inlet, The share of the expense to be. borne by
the United States should be one-third of the costs applicable to beach
erosion control, plus all the economically justified costs arplicable
to navigation project maintenance, the costs being allocated between beach
erosion control and navigation in proportion to the estimated benefits
of those features, The Beach Erosion board recmended adoption by the
United States of a project to restore and protect the shore from Oak
Bear% to Jones Inlet, substantially as recommended by the Division iEgineer.
with such modifications thereof as in the discrtton of the Chief of
Inginers may be advisable. Federal participation was recoumended by
the contribution of Pedetral funds in an amount presently estimated at
42 percent of the costs of the work. The Board further recommended that,
prior to disbursement of Federal funds for the wW and third increments
of construction uder the project, the Federal shares of the costs for
those iscreuenta be reevaluated, based on then current estimates of
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maintenzance costs which can be Justified for the navigation project and
experience with maintenance requirements on that project to that time,
provided, however, that the Federal shares shall not exceed 42 percent of
the costs of those increments.

The Chief of Engineers concurred in the views and recmmendations

of the Beach Erosion Board.

WASA M AND MW EPE BAY. KAUAI. T. H.

Waimea Beach and Hanapepe Bay are located about 7 miles &part oan the
south shore of Kauai. an island about 27 miles in diameter ii the
Hawaiian group. Agriculture is the basic economic activity on the island,
The populations of the villages of Waimea and Hanapepe are respectively
about 5,900 and 1,500. At Wainea, the problem area is about 1,240 feet
long, of which 624 feet of shore i- publicly owned. At Hanapepe Bay,
the problem area is about 1,525 feet long, of which about 1,225 feet of
shore is publicly owned, Kauai is an island of volcanic origin with
rugged terrain. The steep streams bring large quantities of kebrLs to
the share during periods of storm runoff. The problem beaches, located
respectively west of Waimea and Hanapepe Rivers, are composed almost
entirely of these materials. Beaches east and w2st of the problem areas
are composed principally of coral and shell derived from marine sources.
The prevailing vinds in the Hawaiian Islands are the northeast trade
winds. Waves generated by these winds are refracted before reaching
te south shore of Kauai and approach the problem areas from the southeast.
Waves from the south are higher .. are less frequent.

At Waimea Reach there appears to be a general westward predominance
of littoral drift as a result of the wave action from the southeast and
southerly wells, however, there has been accretion at the wall at the
mouth of Waimea River. Apparently, the problem area about 1,340 feet
long, beginning 500 feet west of the river south, is a nodal zone from
which material is lost in both directions. At Hanapepe the breakwater
on the east side of the bay shelters the bay head beach from waves from
the southeast. Diffracted waves and southerly well cause eastward
movement of beach material and progressive erosion on tLe western half
of the shove at the head of the bay.

The Divisio and District Engineers and the beach Erosion Board
concluded that the plan of protecting the publicly owned shores of Waiea
ea¢c aend Hsape Day by constructing rubble-sound seavule is the

most practicaUe of all the methods studied because of its low initial
and anal costs, They further concluded that the wock ts economically
justified aqd that the Federal Goveriment should participate in the
Improvements of the publicly omned shores by bearing -ethird of the
initial costs of construction. They recommaded adoption of a project
for comstrction of rubbl*e-mod eawalls for the protection of the
shoe areas at Wainea Beach and Kanapepe Bay, the United States to
reimburse loc interests to the extent of one-thisd aC the first cost
of protection of the publicly owned shores, object to certain conditions.

The Cbief of Bagimters concurred in the views and rcenmmtdations
of the beach Brosion board.
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CO)MPLETED oOPRATIVE BEACH EROSION STUDIES

BEB FEDERAL PROJECTS
REPORT PUBLISHED IN ILEC)MMEN- AUTIORIZED

LOCATION COMPLETED C._.DoNG DATION BY CONGRESS

ALABAMA

Perdido Pass (Alabama Pt.) 18 Jun 54 274 84 Unfav.

CALIFPORNIA_

Santa Barbara - Initial 15 Jan 38 552 75 Pay.
Suppl. 18 Feb 42

Final 22 May 47 761 80 Unfav.

Ballona Creek & San Gabriel
R. (Partial) 11 May 38 Unfav.

Orange County 10 Jan 40 637 76 Unfav.

Coronado Beach 4 Apr 41 636 77 Unfav.

Long Beach 3 Apr 42 Unfav.

Mission Beach 4 Nov 42 Unfav.

Pt. Mugu to San Pedro 3W 27 Jun 51 277 83 Pay. 3 Sep 54

Carpinteria to Pt. Mugu 4 Oct 51 29 83 Pay. 3 Sep 54
Oceanside, Ocean Beach,

Imperial Beach & Coronado,
San Diego County 26 Jul 55 399 84 Fay.

DNNECTICUT

Compo Beach, Westport 18 Apr 35 239 74 Unfav.

Hawk's Nest Beach, Old

Lyme 21 Jun 39 Unfav.

Ash Crk.to Saugatuck R. 29 Apr 49 454 81 Pay. 17 May 50

Hammonasset R. to East R. 29 Apr 49 474 81 Pay. 3 Sep 54

New Haven Hbr. to
Housatonic R. 29 Jun 51 203 83 Fay. 3 Sep 54

Conn. R. to Hamonasset R. 28 Dec.51 514 82 Unfav.
Pawcatuck R. to Thames R. 31 Mar 52 31 83 Unfav.

Niantic Bay to Conn. R. 11 Jul 52 84 83 Unfav.

Pousatonic R. to Ash Creek 12 Mar 53 248 83 Pav. 3 Sep 54

East R. to New Haven Hbr. 15 Nov 55 395 84 Pay.

PLORIDA

Blind Pass (Boca Ciega) I Feb 37 187 75 UDfav.
Miami Beach 1 Feb 37 169 75 Unfav,

Hollywood Beach 28 Apr 37 253 75 Unfav.

Daytona Beach 15 Mar 38 571 75 Unfav,

Bakers Hfulover Inlet 21 May 45 527 79 Unfar.
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ESEDERAL PROECTS
REPORT PUBLISHED IN REODMMEN- AUTHORIZED

LOCATION COMPLETED H. DOC. CONG. DATION BY C)GRESS

FLORIDA (cont'd)

Anna Maria & Longboat Keys 12 Feb 47 760 80 Unfav.
Jupiter Island 13 Feb 47 765 80 Unfav.
Palm Beach (1) 13 Peb 47 772 80 Fav. 17 May 50
Pinellas County 22 Apr 53 380 83 Fav. 3 Sep 54

GEORGIA

St. Simon Island 18 Mar 40 820 76 Unfav.

HAWAII

Waikiki Beach 5 Aug 52 227 83 Fav. 3 Sep 54

Waimea & Hanapere Bay, Kauai 17 Jan 56 Fav.

ILLINOIS

State of Illinois 8 Jun 50 28 83 Fav. 3 Sep 54

LOUISIANA

Grand Isle 28 Jul 36 92 75 Unfav.

Grand Isle 28 Jun 54 132 84 Unfav.

MAINE

Old Orchard Beach 20 Sep 35 Unfav.
Saco 2 Mar 56 Unfav.

MASSACHUSETTS

South Shore of Cape Cod

(Pt. Gammon to Chatham) 26 Aug 41 Unfav.
Salisbury Beach 26 Aug 41 Unfav.
Winthrop Beach 12 Sep 47 764 80 Pay. 17 May SC
Lynn-Nahant Beach 20 Jan 50 134 82 Fay. 3 Sep 54
Revere Beach 12 Jan 50 146 82 Pay. 3 Sep 54
Nantasket Beach 12 Jan 50 Unfav.
Quincy Shore 2 May 50 145 82 Pav. 3 Sep 54
Plum Island 18 Nov 52 243 83 Unfav.

(1) A cooperative study of experimental steel sheet pile groins was also made,
under which methods of improvement were recowAntded in an interim report
dated 19 Sep 1940. Final report on experimental groins was published in
1948 as Technical Memo. No. 10 of the Beach Erosion Board.
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ABB PEDERAL PROJECTS
RBPORT PUBLISHED IN REQ)MEN- AUTJ)RIZED

MISSISSIPPI

Hancock County 3 Apr 42 Unfavo
Harrison County - Initial 15 Mar 44
Harrison County - Suppl. 16 Feb 48 682 80 Pay. 30 Jun 48

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hampton Beach 15 Jul 32 Unfav.
Hampton Beach 14 Sep 53 325 83 Pav. 3 Sep 54

NEW JERSEY

Manasquan Inlet & AdJ.Reaches 15 May 36 71 75 Unfav.
Atlantic City 11 Jul 49 538 81 Pay. 3 Sep 54Ocean City 15 Apr 52 184 83 Pay. 3 Sep 54Sandy Hook to Barnegat Inlet 24 Mar 54 361 84 Pay.

NEW YORK

Jacob Riis Park, Long Island 16 Dec 35 397 74 Unfav.
Orchard Beach. Pelham Buy.

Bronx 30 Aug 37 450 75 Unfav.
Niagara County 27 Jun 42 271 78 Unfav.
South Shore of Long Island 6 Aug 46 Unfav.Selkirk Shores State Park 21 Oct 53 343 83 Fay. 3 Sep 54
Pair Haven Beach State Park 18 Jun 34 134 84 PaY.
Hamlin Beach State Park 20 Sep 54 138 84 Pay.Braddock Bay State Park 15 Apr 55 Unfav.
Fire Island Inlet to Jones

Inlet 10 Feb 56 411 84 Pay.

M)R7H OLIMA

Port Pisher 10 Nov 31 204 72 Unfav.
Wrightaville Beach 2 Jan 34 218 73 Unfav.
Kitty Hawk, Nags Head & Oregon

Inlet I Mar 35 155 74 Unfav.State of North Carolina 23 May 47 763 so Ufav.

OHIO
Arle County - ViC. of Huron 26 Aug 41 a0 79 Unfav.
Michigan Lime to Marblehead 30 Oct 44 177 79 Unfav.
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BEB FEDERAL PROJECTS
REPORT PUBLISHED IN RECOMBN- AUT ERIZED

LOCATION CDMPLETED H. DC DATION BY CIONGRESS

OHIO (cont'd)

Cities of Cleveland & Lakewood 22 Mar 48 502 81 Pay. 3 Sep 54
Chagrin River to Fairport 22 Nov 49 596 81 Unfav.
Vermilion to Sheffield Lake
Village 24 Jul 50 229 83 Pay. 3 Sep 54

Pairport to Ashtabula 1 Aug 51 351 82 Unfav.
Ashtabula to Penna. St. Line I Aug 51 350 82 Unfav.
Sandusky to Vermilion 7 Jul 52 32 83 Unfav.
Siandu:s'y Bay 31 Oct 52 126 83 Unfav.

Sheffield Lake V. to Rocky R. 31 Oct 52 127 83 Unfav.

E'clid to Chagrin River 25 Jun 53 324 83 Unfav.

PENNSYLVANIA

Presque Isle Peninsula, Erie
(Interim) 3 Apr 42
(Final) 23 Apr 52 231 83 Pay. 3 Sep 54

PUER0 RIOD

-unta Las Marias, San Juan 5 Aug 47 769 80 Unfav.

RHDDE ISInD

South Shore
(Towns of Narragansett, South
Kingstowm,Chalestown &
Westerly) 4 Dec 48 490 81 Pay. 3 Sep 54

SOUTh CAROLINA

Polly Beach 31 Jan 35 156 74 Unfav.

Pawleys Is., Edisto Beach a
Hunting Island 24 Jul 51 Uafav.

Galveston (Gulf Shore) 10 May 34 400 73 Unfav.
Gtlveston Day. Harris County 31 Jul 34 74 74 Unfav.
Galveston (Gulf Shore) 53 218 83 Unfav.
Gl,eston 09ay Shore) 53 346 83 Unfav.
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aBs FEDERAL PROJECTS
REPORT 4PUBLSIHED IN RE03)-EN- AU'7ORIZED

LOCATION aDMPLETED f D CON, DATION BY CDNGRESS

VIRGINIA

Willoughby Spit, Norfolk 20 Nov 37 482 75 Unfav.
Colonial Beach, Potomac River 24 Jan 49 333 81 Pav. 17 May 50
Virginia Beach 25 Jun 52 186 83 Fay. 3 Sep 54

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee County 21 May 45 526 79 Unfav.
Racine County 5 Mar 52 8.8 83 Unfav.
tenosha 16 Sep 54 273 84 Unfav.
Manitowoc County 15 Apr 55 348 84 Fav.
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AUTMIRIZED (XOPRATIVE BEACI EROSION STUDIES

CALIFORNIA

STATE OF CALIFORNIA. Cooperating Agency: Department of Public Works,
Division of Water Resources, State of California

Problem: To conduct a study of th.- problems of beach erosion and
shore protection along the entire coast of California.

The current studies cover the Santa Cruz, Orange County,
San Diego County and Humboldt Bay Areas.

CONECTICUT

STATE OF WN)ECTICUT. Cooperating Agency: State of Connecticut
(Acting through the Flood Control and Water Policy Commission)

Problem: To determine the most suitable methods of stabilizing
and improving the shore line. Sections of the coast are
being studied in order of priority as requested by the
cooperating agency until the entire coast has been in-
cluded. Study areas currently remu.ining for completion
include the shores between the Saugatuck and Byran Rivers
and between the Thames and Niantic Rivers.

DELAWARE

STATE OF DELAWARE. Cooperating Agency: State Highway Department

Problem: To formulate a comprehensive plan for restoration of
adequate protective and recreational beaches :'id a program
for providing continued stability of the shores from Kitts
Hummock on Delaware Bay to Penwick Island on the Atlantic
Ocean.

FLOR IDA

PALN K] d C)UNIY. Cooperating Agency: Board of County Commissioners,
Palm Beach County.

Problem: To develop the most economical means of zestoring the
beaches between Lake Worth Inlet and South Lake Worth
Inlet to a satisfactory condition and protecting the
restoted beaches and shore property from future erosion.
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NASSACHUSETTS

PEEBBR70N POINT MO GURNET POINT,, Cooperating Agency: Depariment of
Public Works.

Problem: To determine the most suitable methods of shore pro-
tection, prevention of further erosion and improvement
of beaches, and specifically to develop plans for pro-
tection of Crescent Beach, the Glades, North Scituate
Beach and Brant Rock.

CIATHAM. Cooperating Agency: Department of Public Works.

Problem: To determine the best method of preventing shoaling of
Stage Harbor and damage to shore property, and the
effects on Stage Harbor and adjacent shore property of
probable changes to Nauset Beach and Monomoy Island and

any works which may be constructed for protection of

Stage Harbor.

MICHIGAN

BERRIEN COUNTY. Cooperating Agency: City of St. Joseph.

Problem: To determine the most effective methods of preventing
erosion of the shore by wave3 and currents.

NEW JERSEY

STATE OP NEW JERSEY. Cooperating Agency: Department of Conservation
and Economic Development.

Problem: To determine the best method of preventing further erosion
and stabilizing a*id restoring the beaches, to recoend
remedial measures, and to formlate a comprehensive
plan for beach preservation or coastal protection.
Current studies cover the Atlantic Ocean shore from
Barnegat Inlet to Cape May Canal, Cape May Canal o
Maurice River in DejAware Bay, and South Amboy to
Shrewsbury River in Raritan and Sandy Hook Bays.

EW lORK

FUPFOLIE O WFT (ATLANTIC CAST 17WM N DNTAUK POINT AND PIRE ISLAND
a iT). Cooperating Agency: Department of Public Works,
State of New York.

Problam To deteraine the most practicable and ecomamic method
of restoring adequmte recaeational and protective beafbes
ad providinC contimued stability to the jhaies.
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NDRTH CAROLINA

CAROLINA BEACH. Cooperating Agency: Town of Carolina Beach.

Problem: To determine the best method of preventing erosion of
the beach.

OHIO

MICHIGAN LINE 70 MARBLEHEAD. Cooperating Agency: Division of Shore
Erosion, Department of Natural Resources, State of Ohio

Problem: To determine the best method of protecting the shores
of the study area, including typical methods of pro-
tection for publicly and privately owned shores,
especially to determine %hether any changes should be
made in recommendations contained in H.D. No. 177, 79th
Congress in view of changed conditions and additional
data; and to develop specific plans of restoration and
protection of the shores of Metzgar Marsh, Crane Creek
State Park and East Harbor State Park, and general plans
for the protection of privately owmed property.

RHDE ISLAND

SOUTH KINGSTOWN AND WESTERLY. Cooperating Agency: Division of Harbors
and Rivers, Department of Public Works, State of Rhode Islamd

Problem: To develop the most suitable method of restoring and
stabilizing the shores in connection with development
of public beac!aes at East Matunuck in South Kingstown
and Misquanicut Beach in Westerly.
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